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Alrstråct

The organizational stl'ucture of Early Neolithic cornmunities iir southeastern Europe

has been an issue of archaeological debate for many years. Itt gerreral, it is assumed that each

structure represents a separate conjugal fanrily unit. However, in recent years, it has been

suggested otherwise. The archaeological data from the settlement at Foeni-Salaç (Romarria)

are used to determine the nature of households in an Early Neolithic settlelnent. Five pit

houses were sxcavated surroundiltg a larger pit house. lVas each structure a household? Or

was the site a single household? This thesis analyzes the archaeological data from the Early

Neolithic settlement at Foeni-Salaç to determine whether it rvas occupied by a single

extended family unit or rnultiple conjugal families. Five pit houses were excavated

surrounding a larger pit house. A complete household may or may be composed by one or

more houses. The problem is to distinguish between households as production units, rather

than houses. Therefore the idea ofhousehold equilibriurn or Chayanov's concept of 'on farm

equilibrium' was used as a conceptual basis fol investigating and identifuing potential

households archaeologically. Two polar household models at either end ofa continuum were

used to test hypotheses concerning the nature of household settlement pattems: single

extended family unit or multiple conjugal families. Identification of households in the

archaeological data was premìsed on the association of architectural slructures and the

artefacts r¡¿ithin them that might indicate production activities. The database f¡om the site was

queried for artefacts Íìom the various pit houses and tested with chi-squares and Cramer's V

to identify combinations of houses that might have formed household units through the

repetition of production activities. The term 'nodes of production' was used to refer to the

interpretations of total production activities reflecting the central focus of household

vi



(workgroup) social boundaîies. The use of a relational database approach proved profitable

because it corrected problems that occuned rvith previous atral-vses ofthe site that rl'et'e based

on individual spreadsheets. It enabled a more effective and efïicient data modification,

storage, query, retrieval and analysis. Through the combination of anthropological

knowledge concerning household econonry in small-scale societies and the use of simple

statistical methods, such as chi-squares and Cramer's V, to measure the data for more

informed interpretations of artefact relationships, results indicate that the settlement at Foeni-

Salaq (Romania) was occupied by two extended family units.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
I. Introdr¡ction

The nature of the social organization of early farming villages (i.e. Early Neolithic) in

southeastem Europe has long eluded archaeologists. A number of hypotheses have been

proposed through the years, ranging from settlements being occupied by a series of

independent households to more conrmunal modes of production (w-here resources are

shared). For example, GreenÍield has proposed that contemporaly structures in these

communities represent the domiciles of a single extended family household (e.g. Bogucki

2000; Chaprnan 1988, 1989, 1990; Greenfield and Jongsrna n.d.; Jongsma 1997; Jongsma

and Greenfield 2001; Tringham 1971, 2000; cfl Sahlins 1972). Research in neighbouring

regions (e.g. Central Europe) often describes settlements in terms of separate (or

economically independent) households (Bogucki 1988; Milisauskas 2002).If this is the case,

then it would seem logical that the intelvening region (the Balkans) would have a social

organization that would be organized around independent households. Yet, recent literature

has argued to the contrary. Most of this literature, however, has relied upon little data to

suppoÍt such corrtentions (e.g. Greenfield and Jongsma n.d.),

Previous analysis have analyzed the Early Neolithic settlement at Foeni-Salaç with single

dimensional data e.g. on a single data type (e.9. Greenfreld and Jongsma n.d.; Jongsma 1997;

Jongsma and Greenfield 2001; Jezik 1998). More recent attempts to analyze pit house

activities for this settlement used spreadsheets (eg. Senior 2004). However, this attempt

provided inaccurate summaries ofNISP counts due to the increased difficulty ofthis file type

to query, organize and correct inconsistencies in the data. This thesis attempts to test these

hypotheses using a relational database approach that will allow the incorporation of several

types ofdata to be mined for information and analyzed as a whole.
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Figure i: Geographioal location ofFoeni-Salaç, Rornania (Source: Haskel Greenfield)
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Chapter I : Introduction

The analysis u'itl be canied out by irnporting all the available archaeological data from the

Early Neolithic site of Foeni-Salaç (Romania). It will attempt to utilize a relational database

structure to achieve more effective data-mining abilities of gafhered information and find

meaningful patterns of relationships. It is hoped that higher level analysis of tlie

archaeological data Íiom Foeni-Salaç catr be accolnplished to better understand the socio-

economic organizational patterning of this community in the Early Neolithic.

[. Eypotheses

Different types of social organizations will often yield different archaeological patterns

(Binford 1962, 1965; Childe 1958; Flannery 1972, 1976; Willey 1953, 1956). Extended

family households usually have more than a single physical structure (e.g. houses) to allow a

pooling of resources (Starìish 1989: 1i). In contrast, conjugal (nuclear) households would

occupy a comparatively limited amount ofspace, have a single or few architectural elements,

and limit their pooling ofeconomic resources outside ofthe household to enhance its internal

cohesion creating a social and econornic boundary 'from other households (Hodder i990: 48-

52; Sahlins 1972: 94-95). Therefore, if the archaeological patterns indicate that all of the

activity areas in a settlement show redundancy between structures (houses), this rvould

indicate the presence ofconjugal (nuclear) style households. In other words, each structure is

occupied by a separate domestic unit. The null hypothesis would be that if there is little

evidence for redundancy between structures in a small community, this would indicate a

more communal mode of producTion (and extended family structure).

IIL Methods and nature of archaeological data

Archaeology is the recovery and analysis of material remains of behaviour (Binford 1962,

1964; Hunter-Anderson 1977). Pattems of human behaviour are complex and cannot be
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represented by a single data source, such as pottery. Behaviour is manifested in

multidimensional contexts, material ¡ernains and abstract concepts: structural, organizational,

social, cultural, and political (Athens 1977; Hodder 1991;Tainter 1977:327-329; Vierra and

Tay\or 1977).In order to understand past human behaviour', it is important to use as marìy

types of data as possible. A more holistic and accurate approxitnation of past behaviour

would result. The methodological approach used in this thesis, therefore, falls within the

realm of multidimensional data analysis. It will attempt to use the structure and contexts of

many different visible archaeological patterns and material rernains in conjunction with

anthropological knowledge concerning the domestic mode of production to understand

abstract aspects of socio-culture and economic organization at Foeni-Salaç.

A. Nature of arehøeologicctl data

There are many problems with the nature of archaeological data that often makes research

difficult. The objective and subjective nature of archaeological data has been discussed at

lerlqth by proponents of empirical and relativist concepts. (Sinford 1987; Caldwell 1959;

Gibbon 1989; Hodder 1982, 1984, 1985, 1991; Shanks and Tilley 1992). Archaeological

excavation and the data cannot be recovered in a controlled laboratory environment, like

most scientific research. There are many factors that will affect the type of data that can be

recovered from one archaeological site in comparison to another site (Myres 1923; Clarke

1939; Ascher 1961). Excavated data can often be incomplete or data sets maybe extremely

small for regular types of statistical analysis. Also, for any given type of object the desired

observations may not be possible leaving gaps in the total data record. These gaps often lead

to furtlrer decreases in the available data that can be used for analysis (Fagan 2003: 122-123,

133-140).
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Due to the variation in geographical locations and geological fortnations of archaeological

sites, there is substantial variation in excavation and recording techniques. The type ol

excavation and recording techniques chosen are influenced by research goals and design

(Fagan 2000: 189-209, 2003: 123-135). The collection and recording techniques may not be

the same, w'here data types or categories are defined differently. Thus, in colnbining

archaeological data from different sites or site types in a region the researcher rnay have

diflìculty matching data sets directly (Fagan 2003: 125-140).

Finally, the classifrcation and recording of artefacts are often subjectively determined.

While most types of artefacts can be agreed upon, there are some types that may not be as

clearly categorized, Often a researcher may want to combine data and create different

categories, while preserving the original data format and typology.

All of these aspects to the collection and analysis of archaeological data are time

consuming for a researcher to deal w-ith if they wanted to compare or combine data. The

creation of a database would involve an initial degree of time and effo¡t to set up, but would

facilitate future resea¡ch once all ofthe data tables have been organized and related. Logical

categories of data can be established to combine incompatible datasets for rnore thorough

analysis without changing the original data and analysis performed. Once the database is

established, data can be queried and mined for information easily (Adamski and Finnegan

2002. AC 1.06-1.07).

As with any research problem it is important to design or structure techniques so that you

are able to address the questions that you are trying to answer. This is also the case for a

database management system. A database has to be designed with the desired function(s) and

uses in mind (Adamski and Finnegan 2002: ÈC 2.02-2.03).
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B. Sttucîure of archaeologícøl døtabases

All the archaeological data from Foeni-Salaç is currently recorcled in spreadsheets. While

spreadsheets are an easy tool for creating catalogue tabfes and performing data entry of

material culture on a Personal Computer (PC), they are not capable of more sophisticated

types of data-rnining and analysis. Data recorded irr spreadsheets are generally restricted to

uni-dimensional analyses. Spreadsheet applicatìons typically create flat files. Spreadsheet

programmes become slower in searching and analysis as a database becomes larger.

Querying extremely large amounts of data in a spreadsheet application will often cause the

programme to crash riskìng frle com.rption and data [oss.

Databases are cornmonly used for daily operation and research, by academic and

commercial institutions. They are designed to store large amounts of information from a

variety oftypes offields from astronomy to zoology. Databases are used to maintain records,

data integrity, security, to provide multi-user access over networks (both internets and

intranets), to create infolmative or meaningful categories of data, and to bring large. amounts

of separate data together into one dataset (Garcia-Molina et al.20}2:1).

Archaeologists rarely build or amalgamate large databases of collective inforntation ÍÌom

their field of archaeological research and analysis. This is unfortunate, as the collectiorr of

data from various local regions often ¡emains isolated or ûagmented across research

institutions. A larger synthesis of data from sites in a region could allow for more thorough

data-mining possibilities and potentially reveal information about past cultures or social

organization that have largely eluded archaeologists.

Archaeology covers a wide freld of different types of data. A characteristic practice with

most archaeological investigations is that specifìc types of data are often analyzed in
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isolation ofother types ofdata. The problem that archaeologists have faced in data analysis rs

devising methodologieal techniques that would allow thern to cornbine or itrcorpot'ate

tlifferent types of data in their analysis for a multi-dimensional approach Database

management systems have been designed specifrcally for the purpose of allolving people to

be able to access and analyze information in a more flexible manner (Adamski and Finnegall

2002: AC 1.06-1.07).

The concept of database management systems arose lrom the need to be able to store,

access and modify data more readily or conveniently (Garcia-Molina et aL2002: 2-4). L

database management system is composed of four main elements,

a. Schema or a logical data structure: defrned by using a Data Definition Language

(DDL),

b. Quety (question) and change (update) the data: using a query language (DQL) or

Database Manipulation Language (DML),

c. Storage and securily of large amounts ofdata over a long period oftime.

d. Control oJ access to the data by many different users over a network simultaneously

and preventing accidental data comrption (Gæcia-lr4olina ef a1.2002 2).

The design of each of these components contributes to or affects how the data is managed

and accessed (Adamski and Finnegan 2002: AC 2.02-2.03).

The creation of a database, with several different types of archaeological data combined,

and the use ofa database management system to manage it, has many advantages. The use of

a database management system over simple file storage structures allows for the ability to

query the total database (all types of data that have beeu collected) for information using a

query language or a data-manipulation language (DML) (Garcia-Molina et a1.2002). This is
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what allows an individual to access tecords oL data more completely and effectively than

rvith a regular flle system of isolated datasets. With a query language you can query the data

cr mine the data for inform¿tion.

The database management system also allows users to cl'eate new databases and logical

schema out of data with a data-definitiotr language. This may alleviate some of the

difficulties faeed by archaeologists in the variable nature of the collection and recording

techniques of other archaeologists. Logical schema can be devised to categorize data types

for easier identification and inclusion in analysis.

It is the database management system that allows for e{ficient e)draction and retrieval of

desired data for investigation. Relational databases are an efficient and useful type of

database structure for fairly large datasets (Adamski and Finnegan 2002: ÃC 1.07). Unlike

other academic disciplines archaeology has been slow to use relational databases for storage,

retrieval and analysis ofdata from archaeological sites.

This thesis suggests that the use ofa relational database would greatly improve the quality

of arehaeological research. Primarily, a relational database would be beneficial for data

rninirrg and analysis of archaeological data. However, there are further advantages to using a

relational database to store archaeological data. A relational datâbase can provide data

integrity, multi-user access, security: who has access to the data and in what capacity (i.e.

read only, specifrc read/write capability, full access), faster search capability with large

arnounts of data, incorporation of multiple databases, creation of logical schema (as not all

data is collected, categorized or entered in a similar manner) and the preservation oforiginal

data format prior to integration with a larger database and construction of logical schema

(Adamski and Finnegan 2002: AC 1.06-1 .07).
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C. Teckníques

Tlrere are various types of techniques (or rnodels) lo organize and manage database

systems: hierarchical, rletwork and relational moclels (Garcia-N{olina et a1.2002). Each of

thêse teclìniques irrcotporates a structure to organizing and rnanaging data. A brief overview

rvill higlrlight the w'ay that they are organized and the influence that these models have on

retrieving data.

First, it is important to define the basic sets ofdata structures thât databases employ. Basic

sets ofdata structures ale 'records' and 'fields'. Fields are single items of information. They

refer to a specific type of information such as a name, social security number, binh date, etc.

(Parsaye et al. 1989: 38). Information recorded in a freld must conform to the type specified

in that partieular defined 'freld'. In a social security field, a socíal security number would be

entered. Thus fields are specifrc'types' of information.

Records are a collection of'fields' or types of infor¡nation. A person's record would

include a collection of flrelds or types such as: first name, last name, social security number,

date of birth, age, telephone number, eto. The type of information stored in fields would be

numeric, alpha-numeric, date-sensitive and multi-level tables. Numeric freld would store data

that could be used for mathetnatical calculations, alpha-numeric would be used to store

descriptive information, date-sensitive fields would used to work with calendar timelines and

tables would store predefined set of global values that would be alpha numeric in nature. A

physical record is the basic unit of data storåge at the frle level. It would be composed of

either one or more ofthe field types described above. A¡ example of a record is a row in a

spreadsheet. A logical record is also a collection of fields. Howeveq the values in the logical

10



record are dependant ot1 one or more physical records. In other w'ords, a logicai tecord could

not exist without a physical record (Garcia- 4olina et al2002)'

l. Hierarchical ltñodel

A hierarchical rodel is based on a tree or branching organization ofrecords The top ofthe

tree is the root node of the hierarchy with branches or nodes splitting off from it. Nodes are

linked up and dorvn tire blanches of the tree but not across or between branches. The basic

type of operation is the tree search, where the nodes of the tree w-ill be searched for

conditions that meet ihe query that is given. Hierarchical databases are trot flexible due to the

'tree' Structure or organization of records. If you are not in the proper 'tree branch', your

search will rÌot produce the information that you are looking for. An example of a

hierarchical data structufe is an organizational chart (Garcia-Molina et a1.2002).

2. Nefivork Model

The netrvork model uses pointers to add flexibility to the hierarchical model. A network is

a collectio¡ ofnodes that are liuked together. Links can be assigned specific meanings. There

can be a number of paths between any two ofthe nodes, which are not constrained to a link

fi.om a higher to a lower node branch as it is in the hieralchical model. This creates more

flexibility to the database than a hierarchical model. However, with large datasets searches

can take a long time to produce the records that you desire. A¡ example ofa network is a PC

local area network (Garcia-Molina et a1.2002)

3. Relational Morìel

A relational database consists of a set of tables. Each table contains rows and colulnns

where data values are stored. The table itself is called a relation. Each table is given a name

to identify the relations that it compiles. Each row in a table represents a set ofrelated values

1l
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or'attributes'. Thus a row fonns a relationship between a set ofvalues that describe a single

object. The columns in the tables are the place where the 'attributes' or fields: name, social

security number, age, departrnent, etc. (Garcia-Molina et at.2012).

One ofthe advatrtages rvith a relational database is that a user can query the database using

a programming language and not have to be concerned with the storage structure ofthe data

(Garcia-Molina et a1.2002 4). originalty a database search was dependent on where you

were doing your search fronl in the structure in regards to a hielarchical structure or the way

that the database links were setup with regard to the network model. Relational databases

search capabilities are tnore extensive and flexible allowing the user to create tables of

related information. Furthermore, with large volumes of data a relational database is faster

and more efficient (Adamski and Finnegan 2002: AC I .06- L07).

D. Technology

since the invention of the microprocessor and development of the microcomputer, many

academic disciplines have taken advantage ofthe low cost, speed and processing abilities of

this tool by devising ways of inputting, managing and running analysis of data. while some

archaeologists have attempted different methods of archaeological data management and

analysis using computers, databases were Iimited in their search and retrieval capabilities and

application interfaces were not user friendly. considering that most archaeologists have a

limited knowledge ofdatabases both at the user level and at the data design and management

level, common use of previous types of user interfaces and database systems did not spread

th¡oughout the discipline.

The development in graphical user interfaces (GUI) for operating systems and applications

has popularized the use of microprocessing systems making them more user friendlv. The
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microprocessor has become a common business, research and household item as a result of

Glll's. Even in archaeology, r'nicroprocessing computers are commonly used to n¡n

spreadsheet and Geographic Information System (GIS) applications for research and analysis

(Fagan 2003: 1 14-116). However both application types are limited in their data mining and

analysis capabilities.

For this research Microsofi Access will be selected for analysis and comparison of the

archaeological data: Microsoft Access is relatively inexpensive and is included in the

Microsoft Offrce application suite, which is most commonly purchased by Microsoft

Windows users. Access is a flexible application that allows for a relatively fast design and

implernentation of a relational database. Microsoft Access is also compatible with and allows

for a migration toward Microsoft SQL; a more expensive and robust soft',r/are package with

greater security features and more stability. By using MS Access, the futu¡e expansion and

development of the database will be easier (Microsoft@ Offrce Online).

E. Problems with other swpposed spatial onolytical dataltase systems

Geographic Information Systems (GIS) are being employed for spatial analysis on

archaeological sites to solve research questions. Current GIS software programmes employ

both traditional hierarchical and relational structures to organize their data. ArcView, a GIS

software developed by ESRI inc., has been advertised as a relational based information

system and initially was believed to be the answer to this problem. However, A¡cView does

not seem capable of performing more sophisticated analysis to answer archaeological

¡esearch questions. Therefore, it is diffrcult to analyze or access certain types of

archaeological information using GIS software from spreadsheets. These programmes are not

relational database management systems.

IJ
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I1 has cornmonly been argued that this problern can be solved by using a relational

database. However, there has been no methodological attempt to show-the benefits ofusing a

¡elational database over traditional data management systems and thus it is not clear whethe¡

this shift will solve certain research problems for archaeologists. The goal ofthis thesis is to

further our understanding of the socio-economic organization of the Early Neolithic

communities in southeastern Europe by testing whether the commurrity was occupied by a

single extended family unit or rnultiple conjugal (nuclear) families through the incorporation

of a true relational database management system (RDBMS) of archaeological site data. It is

hoped this attempt will help determine whether a RDBMS approach can achieve higherJevel

analysis previously unobtainable with the combined use of individual spreadsheets and GIS

sofìware.

W. Ðata

The site ofFoeni-Salaç was chosen for this analysis because ofthe nature ofthe recovered

data. Foeni-salaç is a short term, single phase, and small Earty Neolithic settlernent site in

southeastern Europe (Greenfield and Draçovean 7994; Greenflreld and Jongsma n.d.; Jezik

1998; Jongsma 1997; Jongsma and Greenfield 2001: 185; Kuijr 1994). It dates to c. 5450-

5250 BC, calibrated. The site comprised five large pit houses, surrounded a larger centrally

located pit house. It also includes storage pits and 2-3 recognizable surface activity areas.

The analysis of daub remains from the site verified the use of the large pits as pit-house

dwellings and indicated the spatiat distribution of all structures. It further identified activity

areas and structuÍes within these household dwellings (Jongsma 1997; Jongsma and

G¡eenfield 2001). while, the analysis of daub rernains at this site was an important

contribution to the understanding of the function of structures and the identification of
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activity areas, the analysis would benefit from the incorporation of othel alchaeological data

such as: lithic, ceramic, faunal, shell and carbonized remains. The cornbination ofall ofthese

data sources should yield a more comprehensive picture ofthe distlibution of activities, and

hopefully a fuller understanding of the communìty's social organízatiou.

V, Why this site

It is one of the few sites in the regional where the data were collected in a quantified

framework. For example, the maps have been digitized into A¡c\¡iew. The other major data

categories that have already been quantitatively analyzed include the fauna, bone tools,

botanical remains, architectural daub, weights, figurines, and lithics. The three dimensional

context of each was recorded as well. only the ceramics were never fully analyzed because it

was the role of the Romanian contingent. These data were never analyzed by them, nor

released for others to analyse, and hence are not recoverable. Frequencies of ceramics by

time period only are available for each parl ofthe site.

Currently the other datasets are stored in separate spreadsheets. All of these data will be

imported into a relational database management system for analysis. In a relational database,

all of these different types of information will be stored together in a manner that is easily

accessed. This will allow for the search and analysis of meaningful patterning to the total

identifiable, recovered data from Foeni-Salaç

several additional benefits are obvious with a relational database management system

approach to the data. First, it allows for better preservation of data integrity. second, it will

also allow the data from the spreadsheets to be ultimately linked with the digitized maps of

each data category. Third, security features can also be set up to allow differing levels of

access for individual users. The data can be made available in its entirety or only parts of it
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can be accessed using password security assigned by an administrator. The adrninistrator of

the database will be able to provide read only or full access to the information. Fourth, allow

quick and easy access to common information within the site; Fifìh, it will provide one

corrmon GUI inter face with a standard set of query tools; Sixth, it will allow additional data

from other sites to be incorporated for a global analysis of multiple sites; and finally, it will

allow the data to be more accessible over a local area network or the intemet

VI. Conclusions

The ultimate goal of this thesis is to test hypotheses concerning the nature ol intra-

settlement organization in Early Neolithic villages in southeastern Europe. If activity or

resource areas are less frequent in the settlement, then resources were pooled and utilized

through a community or kinship based economic organization. If, there are redundant types

ofactivity areas and more abundance ofthese similar types ofactivity or resource areas, then

the society was based on household economies. These will have different archaeological

manilestations.

With the use of a relational database management system, a more thorough analysis of

archaeological information from Foeni-Salaç can be performed to ansrver highJevel research

questions. The analysis of a combined dataset with the complete array of archaeological

material that was excavated, identified and recorded from this site will allow for more

systematic analysis of archaeological patterniltg of material culture. The result will be an

increased understanding of the socio-economic organization of this Early Neolithic

community in southeastern Eulope, one that has eluded archaeologists, thus far.

In general, relational database managernent systems can allow archaeologists to preserve

orìginal data which had been individually collected and reco¡ded f¡om sites while
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incorporating it with other archaeological, geological or geogra¡rhical data with or between

regions. Building a larger knowledge base or database can allow for greater visibility of

trends and patterns at either a local or legional level of investigation within or between time

periods.
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Economy: an ancient Greek word 'oikonomia' which translates as "household
management" (Oxford Diction ary 1987:232).

I. Introduction

The ancient Greeks used the term oikonomia w-hen talking about managing households. it

is not a coincidence that 'economy' in small-scale societies revolved around households and

the management of household production (Sahlins 1972: 41-148). 'Economy' of use value

small-scale societies is different from the exchange value market systems ofwestern societies

(Wolf 1997: 75-100). In Western societies, economy is generally not conceptualized as a way

of providing essential needs; i.e. functioning as a use value system as opposed to the

production of commodities for exchange value (Bodley 1996: 51-53; Sahlins 1972: 2-5).

The prime economic goal of small-scale societies is the production of livelihood or

subsistence; thus termed use value. Productive forces and the behavioural patterns of a

society contribute to overall cultural adaptations to subsistence econorny (Ross 1978: 2-16;

óirrrenberger and Tannenbaum 1992: 77-85). Although global comparisons of different

societies show different adaptations and resolutions to economic situations, there is one

fundamental or universal constraint. All human groups or societies are ultimately forced to

satisfy basic human needs in order to produce and reproduce physically and culturally (Hanis

2001:51-52)

The processual school of archaeological thought, often referred lo as the Netv A¡.chaeologt,

emphasized the concept that archaeological materials and their spatial organization in the

ground were the result ofcultural behaviour, activities or social processes. It claimed that the

goal of archaeology was to explain cultural change. Processual archaeology approached

cultural behaviour as dynamic systems that change and adapt over time in response to
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environmerrtal conditions (Flannery 1968, 1976). It also recommended a eautious use of

eth-nographic inflormation in understanding and explaining archaeological patterning (Binford

1962, 1965,1978; Flannery 1983). Processual archaeology is criticized for mainly rel,ving on

external environmental factors to explain change (Trigger 1989) and that it neglected the

internal socio-cultural dynamics of societies, the social negotiation of people and material

culture (É{odder 1981, 1982b, 1991).

Materialist or neo-Marxist approaches to archaeological problems have attempted to

address the issue of change from a dialectical perspective (Tilley 1984, 1989; Shanks and

Tilley 1987). Materialist approaches and interpretations of Marxian concepts vary. Generally,

Marxist explanations focus on modes of production to understand social and economic

changes in societies but neglect ecological processes (Tilley 1984, 1989; Shanks and Tilley

1987; Wolf 1997: 75-100); Marvin Hanis is one exception to this general trend (Harris 2001 :

85-88). Depending on the nature of the problem being investigated researchers focus on

cerlain concepts over others; such as, negotiation ofsocial relalions, Iregemony (domination

and resistance), explanations ofchange and social structures. However, the main approach is

to investigate the inflastructure ('modes of production') or active production and

reproduction of culture to understand the structure (social and political), and if possible

superstructure (ideological, religious, astronomical, mythological) ofpast peoples; and their

change over time (Klejn 1970:297; Kristiansen 1984).

Without written records (in many cases) or the ability to observe or interview past

societies, archaeology is fimited to studying the material remains that have survived form the

daily activities of human behaviour. Diffrculty arises in defining or delineating an
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'archaeological culture'2 as a cultural group or society solely on the basis of stylistic

differentiation. However, it is not necessary to deterrnine or define a cultural group in order

to study a human population (Hanís 2001 . 46-47).

Marvin Harris (2001 47) argues, the starting point of socio-cultural analysis is the

existence of a human population located in time and space. The point of departure for this

thesis is the attempt to understand the socio-economic processes by which the Early

Neolithic settlement at Foeni-Salaç, southwest Romania organized and adapted themselves to

produce and reproduce their way of life.

Archaeological limitations to emic3 episteme or knowledge of past cultures or settlements

can present problems to deriving etica explanations ofthem (Hanis 2001: 32-45). However, it

is not always necessary to have an emic understanding when observing inf¡astructures

('modes of production') and socio-political structures (Harris 2001: 32).

A. IIousehold Manøgen ent

In small-scale societies, economic production is a process instituted by domestic groups,

organized in the form of families and extended families (Sahlins 1972: 76). Economy

(household management) is closely related to social organization in hunter-gatherer and

"tribal" societies. A criticism of Sahlins discussion on the domestic mode of production in

anth¡opology is that he does not contrast small-scale societies with more rigid hierarchical

societies such as feudal or ancient city-state systems. His work seems to implicitly corrtrast

small-scale societies and large-scale capitalist economies, without a discussion of complex

2 A group of artefacts found. in the same tirne period and grouped tog€ther to define a characteristic st),Ie.
3 Emic refers to the penpectiÌe ofthe culture ãr people tliat arc beirìg studied (Ha¡ris 200i: 32-45)
" Etic refers to tlle perspective of the scientific obsen'er o¡ researcher; it relates to infomution that is
theoretically meaningful ({arris 2001: 32-45)
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pre-industrial societies sueh as feudal Europe (compare Sahlins 1972:2-9 and Wolf 1997.

7s- 100)

The socio-cultural organization of a society or community has a major influence on the

economic process (Durenberger and Tannenbaum 1992), In kin-based societies, kinship

serves as a primary organizing feature for production modes called domestic groups (Sahlins

1972). Althropological literature refers to economic organization in kin-based societies as

the domestic mode of production. Social relations and the division of Iabour are essentially

the foundation ofthe economic process in small-scale societies. By understanding the social

relations of production, we may be able to reconstruct the socio-economic process at Foeni-

Salaç.

B. Conceptud nrcdel of settlement lypes

I propose a conceptual model that defines two extreme hypothetical settlement pattern

architectural pattems. At one extreme end of the model is a comrnunity based on a single

extended family unit. The settlemgnt pattem for this type of community would comprise one

complete household pattern having highly specialized structures or areas where highly

specialized activities took place. This w-ould mean that only one type of specialized area o¡

structure would exist for a given activity. For explanation purposes, let us assume that only

three activities were carried out at this settlement: cooking, sleeping and carving.

Hypothetically, in a community based on a single extended family unit there would be one

cooking area, one sleeping area and one carving area for the rvhole settlement.

On the other extreme end of the model is a community based on multiple conjugal

families. Architecturally, the settlement pattern for this type of community w-ould have no

diflerentiation in structures between households. This type of community would show a
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pattern where there is repetition of similar activities areas across the settlement. Each

conjugal family r,vould have its own complete set of activity areas that were similar to the

other families in the comrnunity. Using the previous simplistic example of three activity

types, a hypothetical community with five conjugal families would have a total of five

cooking areas, five sleeping areas and five carving areas.

This model is extremely simplistic. It is meant as a conceptual guide to visualizing two

extreme forms of small-scale society social organization. The model's simplicity is

problematic. It does not account for socio-cultural practices. For example, a social practice

could involve one sleeping area for parents and one for children; thus one household would

contain a total of two sleeping areas. Another hypothetical example could be that all men in

the community gather in one area to carve together. This apparent weakness or lack of

cornplexity in the model can also be its strength. Any deviations o¡ oddities from the two

basic patterns in the rnodel can be used as markers for potential indicators of socio-cultural

practices or for avenues of further investigation. In either case deviations from the model

demarcate socio-cultural characteristics of a community (whether we understand their

implications or not).

II. Domestic Mode of Production

Techrological innovation is a method by which modem western societies attempt to

achieve progress and sometimes use it as a rneasure ofa society's stage ofdevelopment. For

example, the hi-tech industry is perceived to be a measure of a society's economic

advancement. These prevalent underlying ideological tenets of Western societies and modern

capital markets create the perception that technology is a limiting factor ofthe development

or evolution of human economies. We structure our economy around the technicol limits of
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production (Sahlins 1972: 48) This concept has often been implicitly applied to explanations

of archaeological data flor small-scale societies (Trigger 1990 289-297 , 368,394, 403).

However, the socio-cultural organization of non-industrial small-scale societies is ¡rol

structured around the technical limits of production. This means that the social structute is

not organized for the purposes of maximizing the productive output of a group, as in modern

capital-market economies. Instead, the socio-cultural organization has been shown to,

"impede the development of productive means" ofa village or society (Sahlins 1972:48) as

will be explained further on.

In small-scale societies, economic production is affected by various social and political

processes. According to Sahlins (1972: 53), social relations between groups, the process of

production, and the political morphology influence the effectiveness ofa society's economic

system. Sahlins (1972: 4l-99) identifies several elements of the domestic mode of

production. They are: A. the identification of the domestic group with family types of

relations and division of labour; B. the relation. þetween humans and technology; C.

production for livelihood; D. property; E. pooting; F. anarchy/dispersion; and, G.

contradictions.

A. IdentiJîcøtio n of domestic group withfamily

The domestic group is an integrated group based on daily patterns of cohabitation,

commensality and cooperation (Sahlins 1972: 77).In a small-scale society, a domestic group

is defined as a family system made up of households. A domestic group is not only limited to

families but can also include people of a certain age class (Sahtins 1972: 77). Therefore, a

domestic work-group can be made up of one or more families but can also include non-

family members.
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The household is a family system, but can be either a conjugal family or an extended

family (Sahlins 1972 77). Families can be a specific lineage not just a conjugal family unit

(Sahlins 1972:77) For the purposes of this thesis the household will be considered the basis

of an econornic work group for the domestic mode ofproduction.

The social relations within a household involve divisions of labour that create and recreate

the general economic form of a society. This domestic mode of production varies in

composition from society to society. The prirnary internal relations ofthe division of labour

are between husband and wife; and between parents and children, but can extend to include

kinship or lineage ¡elations.

Production can be organized in many diverse social forms, sometimes even wider than the

household level (Sahlins 1977:78). For example, some families may collaborate with a

family of another household. Some projects may be undertaken by lineages or village

communities (Sahlins 1972: 78). Workgroups can also involve individuals of the same age

class (Salrlins 1972: 77 -78).

The household makes up a type of small economy. This is a flexible group based on the

conjugal family which can be expanded beyond this small unit to a type of extended family

depending on the size and complexity of work / production required to be done (Sahlins

1972: 78). A family is at a minimum comprised of a husband and wife. This unit, a married

male and female, comprises the basic general economic form of most societies; the, sexual

division oflabour (Sahlins 1972: 79).

B. Relatìon befieeen hamans arul technologt

According to Sahlins (1972: 81) in the greater scheme of human history labour was more

signifircant than tools. The technological aspects of human groups did not dictate the socio-
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economic fbrms of production. While it is recognized that different and new technologies do

influence socio-cultural elements of a group (Ross 1978; Scott 1985), they are not prirnary

influential forces. In small-scale societies people are the most malleable and the most

important factor in the human-tool relationship (Sahlins 1972.82).

C. h'oduction for Iiyelihootl

AJthough there are extremely significant differences in production output between

households within a village, there is very little difference in production between villages

(Sahlins 1972: 69-74). This fact is critical to understanding the importance ofhouseholds and

the redistribution of resources among members of the society. It also, helps to understand

how the socio-cultural structure of a society plays a more important organizing factor in

small-scale economies than maximizing productive output of contemporary technological

mealts.

D. Propeñy

Usually, the household in tribal societies is not the exclusive owner gf its productive

resources, such as, farmlands, pastures, hunting and fishing tenitories. Households retain

their primary relation to productive resources through group or community mernbership of

larger groups (Sahtins 1972: 93).

Generally, in situations where land is not owned exclusively or divided among members of

a community, dornestic groups have unlimited access to productive resources. In situations

where land is allotted, domestic groups have claim to an 'appropriate' share (Sahlins 1972:

e3)

Although a family, as a member of a proprietary group or community, can directly or

independently exploit a culturally appropriate share of the social resources for its own
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support, the rights to property owned by chiefs, lineages or clans are mediated by the

domestic groups. Property, is a right to things through a hold on persons, rather than the

bourgeois system where control over production or things is a hold on people (Sahlins 1972:

e2-93).

Is this vision of property relevant for the Early Neolithic of Europe? While this is often the

case in situations where groups have long lived on the land, the situation in the Early

Neolithic of southeast Europe is different. There are two schools of thought concerning the

nature of Early Neolithic social groups. One school (the more common) views these as

pioneer groups, who are colonizing the land for agricultural purposes for the first time. The

second school sees the early agricultural communities as descended (at least in part) from

indigenous Mesolithic hunter-gatherers (Greenfìeld 1993; Tringham 2000). The sense of

ownership is different between the two, but neither would see households as the owners of

land. Land is allocated on a use basis and the territory belongs to the group.

E. Pooling .. .

Group work or collective work may exist in a domestic mode of production. Their

presence does not necessarily mean that a society or settlement uses a cornmunal mode of

production. The structure ofthe domestic mode of production,

"anticipates no social or material relations between households except that they are
alike... Nor is any higher cause entertained by the household's access to productive
resources, or again by the economic priorities codified in domestic pooling" (Sahlins
1972:95).

It is important to note that all parties recognize the need for this group or community

membership, as well as the importance ofthe social mediation ofresource control.
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F. Anarehy a,nd Díspersiott

Small-scale societies do not operate at maximum productivity, thus, the intensifrcation of

labour resides in the relations of production, the political pressures that can be put on the

household economy (Sahlins 1972:82). The goal is either to get people to perform more

rvol k or to get more people working.

"Chayanov's Rule: Intensity of labour in a system of domestic production for use
varies inversely with the relative working capacity of the producing unit" (Sahlins
1972:91). Thus, "Produc.tive intensity is inversely related to productive capacity"
(Sahlins 1972:91).

However, the domestic mode of production (DMP) is intrinsically an anti-surplus systern

(Sahlins 1972: 82). The primary goal of the DMP is to satisfy the needs ofthe household

economy (Safilins 1972. 82).

The higher importance to satisfy the prirnary needs of the household for its continued

success and viability prevents the system flom developing. Production ior livelihood is

u'here households perform some sort of labour in order to directly or indirectly, i.e. through

exchalrge, obtain use value related to subsistence; not to accumulate profit (Sahlins 1972:

83). Production does not continue once the amount of subsistence for livelihood has been

assured for a given length of time. The household is not organized for surplus, production

halts once livelihood is reached (Sahlins 1972:86). This organizational characteristic creates

a resistance to change or developmenf ofthe system.

ln summary, the domestic mode of production is characterized by a small labour force

differentiated by sex, simple technology, and finite production objectives (Sahlins 1972:8'l).

G. Contradíctions

While domestic groups may participate in co-operative work with other groups, this

collective cooperation does not compromise the autonomy ofthe household or its economic
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purpose. The rnanagement of labour-power or the prevalence of domestic objectives by

individual groups is not affected through the social activilies of collective work (Sahlins

1972:78). Thus, if two individual groups are working together, each household manages its

orvn labour force and keeps its oÌ\'n group interests as its primary goal. The co-operative

work with the other group is the means to achieving the household's personal interests. For

example, two corporations may work together on a project, however each company still

maintai¡rs control over its own employees; and, each company still looks out for its own

corporate (group) interests w'hich they are trying to obtain through the joint collaborated

effort. Another example of co-operative work among separate households is barn raising.

When it is time to raise the roof of the barn other families in the vicinity are invited to come

and help. As a forrn of reciprocity, the household that is raising the barn feeds the members

of the assisting families.

Another aspect of social lelations between individuals or corporate groups involves social

surpluses. Participation in social ceremony (i.e. public display) requires an individual or

group to exchange labour, goods or money to allow the event(s) to take place. Wolf (1966: 7-

9) refers to 'funds' for these types of exchanges as a ceremonial fund which allows an

individual or household to gain or maintain good social relations with other individuals or

groups in the society by participating in ceremony. Participation in producing the event

through labour or other exchange ntethod does not compromise the economic autonomy of

individual household unit(s). social or economic needs ofthe society are provided tkough

the exchange of labour, goods or money from the household's ceremonial fund and in return,

the household or indiviclual gains good social relations in the soeiety.
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Sahlins (1972: 94-95) outlines the differences between the concepts of pooling resources

vs. reciprocity. The premise for 'pooling' resources o¡ 'redistribution' is based on collective

action / socia-l relations within a particular group. Sahlins refers to this as a "within relation".

Reciprocity is defined as social relations that transpire between individuals or groups; or as

Sahlins indicates as "betrveen relation, the action and reaction of two parties" (Sahlins 1972:

188).

Pooling is the complement of social unity; whereas, reciprocity is social duality. Pooling

stipulates a social centel where goods meet and then are allocated. It also indicates a social

boundary, within which persons (or subgroups) are cooperatively related (Sahlins 1972:94-

es)

Reciprocity stipulates two distinot social-economic interests, either between individuals or

betrveen groups. Reciprocity is where the fiow ofrnaterials'suggests' assistance or mutual

benefit, yet the fact that each party is part of a distinct social group or subgroup is clear

(Sahlins 1972: 188-9)

"The everyday, w'orkaday variety of redìstribution is familial pooling of food. The
principle suggested by it is that products of collective effort in provisioning are
pooled, especially the cooperation entail division of labour. Stated so, the rule applies
not only to householding but to higher level cooperation as well, to groups larger than
households that develop about some task of procurement... " (Sahlins 1972: 189)

Etlinograplrically it has been noted that a large percentage of domestic groups in a village-

level economy fail to produce enough food to sustain their own livelihood (or produce

sulplus to meet their o.*-n needs in a small-scale society). Sahlins suggests that this

phenomenon reinforces the socio-cultural organization and distribution systems of a society

(Sahlins 1972: 69). Households by themselves are not capable of managing the 'economy'.
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Almost every farnil¡' líving solely by its own means, sooner or later, realizes it does not have

tlre means to live (Sahlins 1972:101).

The proeess of production is contradictory. Domestic control becomes an irnpediment to

development ol the productive means. This impediment io production is reduced or

coulltered by the social processes that exist betw'een the household econolny and the society

at lai;ge; oq rather tlie clomestie system and the greater institutions in rvhich it is inscribed.

I(inship, chieftainship, ritual, reciprocity and other socio-cultural practices, are economie

counter forces (Sahlins 1972: 1A1).

ffi. .Archaeologieal correlate of domestic mode of production

Understanding the socio-economic level of an archaeological site requires the

identification of social slructure and productive organization of a village. Wilk and Rathje

(1982) stressed the importance of households as essential elements in reconstructing past

societies. "Social groups articulate directly with economic and ecological processes," at the

household level (Wilk and Ratlìje 1982: 618). We musr attempt to identify the system of

household relations and economic group relations within the settlement. Archaeological

reconstructiorl of the dornestic mode of production can or y be made through an

understanding ofthe architectural structures and spaces ofthe society or village frst.

Based on the assumption that the economic goal in small-scale societies outlined

previously is to satisfy the needs of the household both practicaliy (providing individuals

with essential necessities) and culturally (rneeting socio-political, ideological and ritual

valueVrequirements - such as ceremony funds, reciprocity, gifts, etc) then each household's

total range of activities w'ithin a village or society should contain roughly similar

manifestations ofproductive activities. Depending on the size ofthe household the amount of
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production required to satisfy its needs rvill vary. However, sirnilar activity pattems should

be pt'esent, in getreral, betr¡'een lalger and smaller houseliolds as each household aims to lneet

its own ecorromic needs rvithin that societS,'s socio-political, ideological and ceremonial

belief system. Thus, several houses that rlake up one household unit would contain a similar

range of activities combined when compared to another household that might be rnade up of

one house. It should be noted that there are many other factors that affect increased or

decreased production requirements, such as access to resources, ratio of workers to

consumers, ritual expenses, etc. (Durrenberger and Tannenb aum 1992:76). These must be

taken into account rvhen eonducting more detailed archaeological analysis or modern

ethnographic study. For this thesis, a simplified concept for identifuing a household unit will

suffrce.

Durrenberger and Tannenbaum (1992) illustrate the usefulness ofl explaining underlying

structulal differences between fwo seemingly similar social groups using Chayanov,s

concept of'on-farm balance' or houseirold equilibrium. According to Durrenberger and

Ta¡nenbaum (1992: 76) household equilibrium is the theoretical point at which household

production ceases; v;here, the amount of value gained from production of a product negates

the inclination to work any further. For the purpose of this thesis and limited by current

archaeological data ofFoeni-Salaç, the focus on identifliing households archaeologically will

be determined on tlìe theoretical assumption that the totality of architectural structu¡es and

activities related to production for a given household would meet household equilibrium; and

would be similarly manifested in the conbined architectural structures and activity areas of

other households in the village or society. when artefact categories of loci are compared the

loci with statistically similar sets of values should suggest each of these houses were
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probably part ofdifferent households; as they u'ould indicate a repetition in both architectural

and production activity that help a househoici achieve equilibriurn.

By identifying a system of various structures and activity areas that would have been part

ofthe total household production economy it may be possible to recreate the 'superstructure'

of the settlement at Foeni-Salaç and understand w'hethel the domestic mode of production

was organized as conjuga.l or extended kin-based units.

A, Conjuga! Serflement Architecture

Given the social processes involved in the domestic mode of production, a range of

archaeological pattems can be manifested. These are described below in terms of ideal

models. Real-world exarnples may vary to a greate| or lesser degree.

The simplest example of a domestic mode of production rvould be a conjugal family.

Archaeologically. this would involve what has been defined as the Household Cluste¡

(Flannery 1976). This type of socio-economic unit is organized architecturally to inelude the

structures necessary for reproduction ancl production, i.e. cooking area, sleeping area, conal

or animal pens, other types of crall production (stone, metal or pottery) are¿s. It would

manifest itself as a siugle large or several small structures wíth different activity or structural

areas for each activity.

A village characterized by ihe domestic mode ofproduction would contain the repetition of

many structures with similar pattems. The architectural and activity area pattem would seem

to be redundant, where similal structu[es or activity areas would be evidenced again and

again across a settlement. The model predicts that the higher the rate or degree of

redundancy, the closer the resemblance to the conjugal family unit of production. A good
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example is from rnodern day suburban dwellings, rvhich are olganize<i linearly along a street,

u,ith extreme repetition ofall activity areas rvithin each structure.

Generally, conjugal households woi¡ld be of srnall to moderate size, Structures that belong

to a family are usually in close proximity to each other. For exantple, a modern conjugal

household in the suburbs may irrclude the main drvellìng, a stmcture to park a car from the

elements, a shed for tools, gardening equipment o¡' other siorage purposes and a fence to

delineate property boundaries. Conjugal households rvoi¡ld also have srnall or moderate sized

activity areas, such as cooking areas and sleeping areas.

B. Extended Settlement Arcleiteeture

Archaeologists are able to detennine the degree of cooperation, centralization and

seglnentation of production in communes from the size and configuration of buildings

(Spencer-Wood 1999. 175). In a communal mode of procluction, the family is less important

tltan the unit of production. Severai family units rvould share or use single large areas to

reproduce socio-cultural and economic activiiies. These can be described or refered to as

public activity spaces. For example, one large public cooking and eating area would exist for

all the households in the community.

The most ideal or extrerne model of a settlement with socìal relations of production based

on extended kin-based units would involve similar types of architectural structures or activity

areas for all aspects of daily and economic activities i.e. one cooking area for the whole

community, one sleeping area, one corral or animal pen and single areas for craft producfion

(stone, metal or pottery). I{ence a model for this type of extended settlement architecture

would be expected to result in the pattem of an ideal communal mode of production; it would

have less repetition of functionally diffelent activity areas and architectural elements.
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The lesser the frequency in the lepetition of a structural or activity area across a settlement

then the closer the architectural pattern of that settlemerlt ìs to the extreme model of an

extended family unit ofproduction. Larger single types of structures or activity areas that do

not occur repeatedly across a settlement would suggesi more public oÍ group use. One large

cooking area in a settlement r.vould be a communal area used by all the settlement

inhabitants.

The measure of the social degree of centralization can also be modeled ou a continuum

based on the number of cooperative tasks performed in single large buildings versus the

number ofcooperative tasks in separate buildings. Cooperafion may be indicated by different

types of artefacts lost or discarded in or near buildings. Most cornmunes segregated

cooperative tasks into different buildings to some extent (Spencer'-Wood i999: 175). This

rvould be similar in pattern to the extended settlement architecture model proposed in this

thesis.

trV. Conclusion

The production of economy in srnall-scale societies is a process. The economic process is

structured by the society or settlement's social relations and division of labour'. The

archaeological pattems that result fi'om human behaviour ofproduction would manifest itself

through activity/production areas (stone and metal working, carpentry, pottery rvorkshops)

household structures (including cooking areas, sleeping areas, common areas, and livestock

areas), public places, etc.

Kinship, social relatìons and marriage relations are the main potential bases ÍÌom which

workgroups are organized in small-scale societies. We must assume that in small settlernents

each individual has his/her own motives for being a part of the eommunity. These could be
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due to kinship, maniage or some oiher type of bindiug afÍiliation. Regardless of the means

by which these groups were affrliated it must be assumed these individuals believed they

would be more able to take care oftheir needs by being a part ofthat community rather than

in another community or on their own. This belief could have been in regards to access to

resources through group or kin affrliation.

Afüliation and group access to resources necessitate co-operation and sharing ofresources

to a greater or lesser extent depending on a series of complex socio-cultural elements, such as

ownership claims to resources if any, social ranking o¡ affiliation, negotiation of social

contracts, etc. Most societies reeognize the benefits that can be gained through group Iabour

although this does not necessitate or assume that working in groups to facilitate tasks will be

practiced. Individual labour or group labour is subject to socio-cultural values and beliefs that

influence understanding about specific tasks. For example, it may be socially appropriate that

an individual help one's brother-in-law or cousin w'ith renovations around the house (e.9.

according to traditional first generation Italian-Canadian cultural beliels and values). but it is

not required.

Houses are socially and culturally meaningful places where individuals or groups of

individuals (families, extended families, non-related but afliliated Íbmilies) ternporarìly

reside. Often social behaviours or gatherings will be hosted in houses. 'Households' are

composed ofresidents ûom houses (not necessarily all individuals from a house) that form a

w'orkgroup for speciflred tasks; and consequently form the basic units for production.

A linear model consisting of conjugal households on one end ofa continuum and extended

family mode of production on the other end would be the measure by which this settlement

can be determined to have employed one type of farnily based organizational unit or another.
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The eenter of this continuum w'ould suggest atl even mix of both conjugal and extended

family units of social organization.

Patterns of socio-economíc behaviour and the identification of household units exist in the

archaeological record. It is the goal ofthis thesis to flrnd and understand the socio-econornic

inf¡astructure of the settlement of Foeni-Salaç in the early Neolithic, SW Romania. From the

analysis of the naterial culture found within pit houses at Foeni-Salaç pattems of social

behaviours become apparent and are thought to represerìt household aotivities. Pit houses at

Foeni-Salaç were thus assumed to be spheres of activity that could potentially reveal socio-

cultural patterns and provide gteater understanding ofthis Early Neolithic settlernel'lt's social

organization.
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I. Archaeological data sets

A single archaeological site lus the potential to provide several different artefact types.

Archaeological data sets can include materials and descriptive information relating to their

properties and obsenations. The range of material types and descriptive elements carr

include: lithics (stone tools), ceramics (pottery), faunal (skeietal animal rerirains), metals,

phytoliths (minute particles of silica from pants), pollen, seeds, parasites, human skeletal

remains, textiles, architecture, soil features, stl'atigraphy, geology, environment, coprolites,

chemical residues, DNA, and so on (Fagan and DeCorse 2001, Peregrine 2001).

Archaeologists need to record this diversìty of material types and their properties (field

values) to be able to perform analysis.

Such diverse types of data for an individual site create logistical problems $,ith data

recording. The categories of information that describe one type of material i.e., faunal

remains, would not be sufiìcient to describe pottery artefacts or stone figurines. Each type of
t.

material (or artefact category: lithic, faunal, ceramic, etc.) has different descriptii'e

fields/information required to explain it. A data table designed for lithic data rvould not be

adequate to describe faunal dat¿. Thus, different a.rtefact types require structurally different

tables to describe them.

As different categories of data are recorded in separate and structurally different tables,

problems arise in traditional types ofanalysis. For example, all pottery would be reco¡ded in

a spreadsheet table designed for pottery; all lithic artefacts would be recorded in a

spreadsheet table designed specifically for stone tools; faunal materials would be recorded in

tables designed to describe bone material, etc. because the tlpes ofva¡ìables usecl to describe

each entity (type of artefact: pottery, lithic, faunal, floral, textile, etc.) are diffe¡ent given the
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specific type of material recorded (clay, stone, bone, plant, cloth, respectively). Often,

archaeology, each type of artefact medium is analyzed individually, without integration

the other artefact types.

The common element of all archaeological dafa on a site is the provenance of artefacts.

This is the primary and most impofiant field data. Provenance allows the archaeoiogist to

reconstruct the excavated site. Provenance is the recorded spatial (2-dimensionally) ancl

temporal (stratigraphic) position of artefacts. It assists achaeologists in determining the

socio-cultural behaviour ofthe extant inhabitants and how that behaviour has changed over

time. The nature of archaeological data as it is situated both across a site and within a

stratigraphic level is three-dirnensiorìal. This is also imporlant to the integration of the clata

within a relational database.

II. Eistory ofllatabases and Arehaeology

Eally attempts at creating databases in archaeology used hierarchical relationship systems

(Chenhall 1981). These database management systems were originally catalogue and

inventory systems designed for museums (Scholtz i976; Wilcock 1981) and were referred to

as 'data banks' or 'inlolmation retrieval systems' (Gaines 1981),

Archaeological ¡emains are a non-renewable resource. Once a site has been excavated

valuable contextual information about the site is destroyed. Unfortunately this is a reality of

archaeological research process. Therefore it is important to record as much information as

possible so that future research on the data could be possible (Fagan 2003: i33-134)

In the late nineteen-seventies and early nineteen-eighties, archaeologists called for

information systems that could retrieve reco¡ded data about archaeological sites for repotting

on the types of archaeological projects perfbrmed, planning research projects (Canouts 1977;

in

of
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Rieger 1981; Schiffer and Gurnerman 1977) and prediction: site locatiorl site types, artefact

densities, etc (Rieger 198i; Scholtz and Millìon i981). By this time database management

systems \¡,/ere capable of retrieving information for statistical analysis (e.g. seriation, cluster

analysis, multidimensional scaling) and graphics (e.g. maps, plans, diagrams) were possible

(Wilcock 198i); yet they were not commonly used by archaeologists (Chenhall i981).

It was only in the nineteen-eighties that micro-computer systems became economical and

had higher processing capacities. The volume of archaeological data to be processed

previously required large computer systems (mainframes) that required approximately 200

square feet offloor space (Chenhall 1981), and were \¡ery costly. At this point, archaeology

begins to take advantage ofthe technology on a much larger scale than previously.

Prior to the nineteen-eighties, commercially available database programmes with friendly,

graphical, (non-technical) user interfaces such as Microsoft Access, Oracle or FoxPro did not

exist. Theses archaeological database were often designed and programmed fÌom the ground

up using programming languages such as BASIC, FORTRAN and COBOL. In some cases it

took years to design and programme the database (cf Rieger 1981).

Some archaeological researchers spent considerable efforts developing computerized

databases. Most notable in Canada was the CHIN system, which w-as mostly for curatorial

and not anal¡ical purposes. Other notable databases were the Southwestern Anthropological

Research Group (SARG), the Automated Management of Archaeological Survey Data in

A¡kansas (AMASDA), the ORACLE project by the Glenn Black Laboratory of Archaeology

at Indiana University, AZSITE and the Koster Project (Brown, Clayton, Wendt and Wemer

1981, Limp and Cook 1981; Plog 1981). These databases w-ere designed fo¡ both analytical
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and curatorial goals. Analytically, they employed databases to produce maps and statistical

analysis of information.

Generally, these database projects began for the purpose of storing and retrieving

ìnforniation of, either, a specilic geographic area, an archaeological culture area or a specific

archaeological site. For example, SARG originally started as a project to collect all ceramic

data frorn American south*'est archaeological sites. The research group grew in size. The

growing number of researchers with interests beyond ceramic investigations wanted the data

types they studied in to be included in SARG. Thus, SARG developed into a database for all

archaeological data oftlìat particular geographic area (Plog 1981).

The Automated Management of Archaeological Survey Data in A¡kansas (AMASDA) was

a collaborative project by the University of fukansas Museum and the Arkansas

Archaeological Survey (Scholtz and Million 198i). This information retrieval system used a

database management system called GRIPHOS (General Ref ieval and Inlormation

Processor for Humanifies Oriented Studies). The purpose ofthe system rvas to provide: 1) an

archaeological site inventory fiìe,2) a land use file and 3) a project frle (Scholtz and Million

1981).

ORACLE was a customized 'information retrieval system' developed at the Glenn. A.

Black Laboratory of Archaeology with the Department of Cornputer Science, Indiana

University (Limp and Cook 1981). It began in 1975 and went online in 1977. By 1979 the

database contained records for 4000 diffelent archaeological sites. The database was

organized as a'cross-linked hierarcþ'. Information was retrieved using a programme called

QLIERY SYSTEM. This allowed archaeologists to search for data and provided them with a

report ofdata that fit the categories they requested.
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The A¡izona State Museum created the AZSITE database to maintain a frle of

archaeological site suruey records (Rieger 1981). The project planning began in 1970 and by

1976 the nruseum staffbegan data ently on the system. This database did not include artefact

collection inventories, bibliographic information ol photographic collections. These data

types were stored in separâte files to be integrated at a later date. AZSITE used a database

management system developed by the Smithsonian Institution called SELGEM (SELf-

GEnerating Master). SELGEM's capabilities included file maintenance, updating, retrieval,

multiple sorting, indexing, limited summation capabilities and report production.

The Koster projeet was unusual for its time in archaeological research (Brown, Clayton,

Wendt and Werner i 981). It was a multidisciplinary, collaborative approach designed

specifrcally for the investigation ofthe Archaic Peliod cultural and ecological change at the

Koster archaeological site (9000 B.P. - 1200 A.D.), nofth of St. Louis, Illinois (Brown and

Struever 1973) The two main goals of the file system were to refìne stratiglaphy and to

isolate gross activity areas in each archaeological component (Brown, Cla¡on, Wendt and

\{erner 1981). The database application was needed to bridge the gap between dafa

processing, management and analysis.

m" Ufility of Il,elational Datal¡ases for Archaeological Data

The main purpose of a relational database is to integrate a variety of data types ând data

sets to interact seamlessly (McPhenon and Dibble 2002). Different tables ìrith different data

types can be related to each other and can be queried. Pattems or associations betlveen

objects and variables in different tables can be found and collected in new tables without

disturbing or changing the original separate data tables. The original data can be leÍÌ intact

and appended or updated for future use. Data integrity will be maintained and original data
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can be leÍÌ unchanged so that future resealchers can go back io the original datasets, either

individually or all datasets as a whole (Adamski and Fimegan 2002: ÃC 3 .02-3 .41, AC

1 1.13).

RDBMS allows for the collection and storage of larger amounts of information fhan simple

spreadsheets. Even though all the information will be stored together, users can still query the

RDBMS on specific types of data to narrow their focus on certain materials or data. Larger

amounts of data in frles, slows processing time makíng queries and report generating times

longer. However, many RDBMS systems often counter these problems with indexing tables,

which can speed up record searches for large data sets (Adamski and Finnegan 2002'. AC

8.39-8.43).

With the added th¡ee-dimensional characteristic feature of archaeological, time depth, a

relational database would allow resea¡chers to query all data tables for certain materials at a

point in time; or, all materials at a certain point in time; or, all materials from only tu/o time

periods, etc., for further analysis. Therefore, a relatignal database rnaÍÌagement system

ß.DBIVIS) would allow for greater querying and analysis capacity across data types, rather

than focusing on individual data tables/ artefact types separately and attempting to integrate

or interpret individual conclusions.

Archaeological recording techniques are ìnherently compatible and easy to inte$ate into a

relational database. The table structures and recording methods are conducive to a relational

design.

fV, Chi-squares and Cramer's V

Chi-squares anal,rrsis was designed to answer the likelihood of obsen'ed differences in

proportions of data seen if two samples were not really that different (Drennan 1996). A set
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of expected values (hypothetical values) are calculated f¡orn the observed values (the actual

data). The hypothetical values show Ì'hat the distribution of actual data would look like if

there was no significant difference between data proportions. A type of standard deviation is

calculated based on these observed and expected values, resulting in a measure of

signifi cance and probability.

The probability indicates how likely the variance in observed values is evidence for an

aclual difference in the data. The sample size affects the outcome of the probability value.

The larger the sarnple size, the more significant the chi-squares probability value will be

(Drennan 1996). Therefore, a strength test is necessary to determine how strong the

relationship is between compared data sets.

Common practice for the strengfh ofchi-squares results uses the phi-coeffrcient. However,

this formula can only be used in a table that has t\ryo rows and two columns. In this case there

are more tllan two rows and two columns; therefore a version of the phi-coeffrcient w-as used

called, Craner's V. This test allows for any number of rows or colu¡nns and importantly, this

test is rot affected by sample size @rennan 1996); it will return a value between zero and

one that tells us the strength of the relationships found. The closer the value is to zero, the

weaker the strength of the relationship. The closer the value is to one, the stronger the

relationship. A value of zero means there is no difference between the observed values and

the expected values at all (Drennan 1996). 
^ 

value of one indicates the difference between

the two is as large as it can possibly be (Drennan 1996). For the purpose ofthis thesis, values

were rounded to four decimal places.

With regard to social organization of the settlement, conjugal family units of production

will show greater differences in the types of activities carried out between areas as reflected
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in the a¡tefact replesentations of each locus; and extended family units will show less

difference in artefact representations between locations.

V. Stenr-and-Leaf Flot

The stem-andJeaf plot is an organizational tool for batches of numbers (Drennan 1996:4-

i 0). It assists with making observations ofl data, as groups of numbers generally do not lend

themselves to making 'interesting observations' (Drennan 1996: 4-5). A stem-and-leaf plot

can help to find patterns by ordering the data along a scale (Drennan 1996: 4). The creation

of a stem-and-leaf plot has two main parts. First, each data point or value is divided into a

stem section and a leaf section (Drennan 1996: 4). For example, the value '45' would be

divided into a stetn value of four and a leaf value of frve. Second, each leaf value that

coresponds to a stem value is plotted beside the stem (Drennan 1996: 4). There can only be

one stem position on the plot for all equivalent stem values (Figure iii).

Stem

I

2

-t

4

5

Leaf

5,8

Figurc iü: Esample of stem-aÍdle&f plot

For example, the values '45' and '48', both have a stem value offour. Therefore on the stern-

andJeaf plot there would only be one stem position of four. However, there can be several

leafvalues plotted (Figure iii). Ifthere is more than one leafvalue for a stem the numbers are

organized in increasing order and separated by a comma to distinguish between different data
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points (e.g. 1, 4, 5,7,8). The stem-and-leaf plot was used to visualize the daub data and

determine whether any interesting or useflrl information could be observed.

VL Previous .4nalysis of the Data

Senior's (2004) analysis ofthis site quantifiecl the number ofartefacts into percentages as a

measure per square metre unit of size. Senior (2004) adjusted the artefact proportions ofthe

data to account for the different sizes ofthe loci. According to Senior (2004),

"By looking at the proportion of the artefact inventory belongirtg to certain activity
groups found in each pit locus, one should be able to detennine whether or not the
household was involved in a particular activity. "

However the proportional difference between two loci with the same types of artefacts

would not indicate that one locus did perform that activity and the other did not. Both loci

would have canied out that particular activity to a greater or lesser degree based on

household need, systems ofreciprocity or exchange.

A¡other aspect of Senior's (2004) analysis is that the number of artefacts was used to

interpret the importance of that activity in a particular house (i.e. percentages). He assumed

that the higher the percentage value of a given artefact type indicated the predorninance ofan

activity in that locus over other locus on the site. Thus, his criteria for evaluating whether a

certain locus was more likely the center ofan activity for the settlement as a whole was based

on the locus with the higher percentage of artefacts for a given category.

In this thesis, artefact representation and its implications were used differently. Instead, of

using artefact proportions to determine predominance of activities, the number of artefacts

within loci were used to identify activity types required to satisfy household requirements for

conjugal or extended family members.
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Furthermore, Senior's (2004) method of analysis for the artefact quantities involved

multiplying the data of the other locus to approximate a predicted value if all loci were the

same size as locus 23, After this 'adjustment' was calculated Chi-square test was carried out

on that data.

"As the quantities ofEarly Neolithic artefacts recovered from the site are quite sparse,

a multiplication factor - different for each pit - was used to place the contents ofthe
pits all on the sarne level as Locus 23." (Senior 2004)

The assumption here is that differences in house sizes should not be taken into account.

However, I am of the opinion that house sizes ale in fact the reality of differences in

household units whether conjugal or extended families. Locus size directly relates to either

socio-cultural meaning ofthat space or practical use of it.

Senior (2004) tested the similarities ofthe normalized data, not the raw data, between loci.

As a result of his method, Senior's results showed horv similar his 'adjusted' data were,

rvhich caused him to conclude that most ioci at the site were similar.

"The spatial distribution of artefacts at the site suggests that certain domestic
functions were repeated in a number of areas at the site. This implies that activity
organization at the site was likely organized along a dornestic mode ofproduction and
that at least three of the pits represent the residence of a single nuclear family. This
evidence would support the site as having a predominantly domestic mode of
production put forth by Chapman (1989). While certain communal activities may
have taken place at the site, the three pit loci with the best preserved artefact sets
appear to share activity sets. " (Senior 2004)

Senior's results indicating the similarity of activities between houses was also exacerbated

by the lower sample size. Use of spreadsheets in the query and calculation of NISP were

elloneous causing inaccurate artefact sums. This along with the decision to adjust artefact

percentages could also have affected the statistical results to indicate that most foci were

similar.
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Furthermore, archaeological analysis in general does not address inefficiency ofproduction

rvhen interpretirìg greater numbers of particular artefact types. For example, a large number

of lithic debitage (leftover flakes fi'om the production of chipped stone tools), is usually

interpreted to indicate a location of intense stone tool rnanufacturing. Another plausible

interpretation that is not addressed is the possibility the large deposit of lithie debitage was a

result of ineffìciency in carrying out that particular activity. Skilled chert or flint knappers

would be able to minimize lithic waste when creating a stone tool assuming the stone

material r.vas ofgood knapping quality (imperfections in chert or flint cause it to shatter or be

reduced unpredictably). This is not to suggest that all large quantities of artefacts associated

rvith tool manufacture o¡ other types of manufacture are an indication of inefficiency just that

it is a possibility not usually investigated. lvlore information to make an accurate

determination rvould include such factors as context of the material, length of oceupation,

observation of dilferent quality of artefact manufacture, abilìty to reconstruct and compare

tool reductíon or manufacture, understanding of exchange and reciprocity systems, household

requirements, etc. This element of ineffrciency regarding tool manufacture was discussed

after the results ofthe analysis w'ere presented.

\zII. Technique used in this research

A powerful propefy of a relational database management system (RDBMS) is its ability to

seamlessly combine diffelent sets of data that would normally be difficult to view together.

All the data tables of different artefact types and locations that have been recorded for the

settlement rvere related th¡ough the archaeological site's excavation provenance.

The first step \4'as to create a central relational table containing all Trench and Quadrat

values. The details ale noted in section C entitled Datq Preparulion a d Normalization.
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A. Hypolizesis Forntula

Using the tu'o different hypothetical models of the physical behavioural co-relates ofthe

setflement patterns described in Chapter 2, and the assumption that a household unit woulcl

be rnade up of structure(s) and production activities that allorved it to reach household

equilibriurn (satisfy socio-economic needs), a testable formula was created. Based on the

structure types, size, activity areas and their redundancy ac¡oss the settlement, the degree to

which the pa.tterll at Foeni-Salaç resembles a conjugal or extended family unit of production

can be measured. To access the information for this study, the database will be queried for all

entries related to structures, features and artefacts associated with pit houses at Foeni-Salaç

through the use of SQL statements.

B. Quantitative vs. Quølita,tive Information

Tluough the use of cross tabulation (cross tab) queries it will be possible to gather

quantitative data: sums, counts, averages etc. about the different types of añefacts. It will also

be possible to view qualitative information for each artefact through the use of queries. This

will add inportant information to statistical observations about the data. Descriptive

characteristics in the forrn of qualitative data can assist with identifying context of activity

areas and structures.

C Døta Prepartttion and Norm¿líuttion

The spreadsheet files were imported into tables with Microsoft Access. Initially, there rvere

problems importing the data, thus, tables were manually created in MS Access design view

and imported, After the data for all artefact types were imported; faunal, stone, figurine, daub

and metal, the data w-as view-ed for errors. Problems with the data such as empty records or

data entered into the wrong columns were more readily visible than when viewed in the
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spreadsheet Íìles. Problems of this nature occur due to the daTa entry methods used q'ith the

spreadsheets, such as rlrtting and pasting infbrmation. Through sorting and querying the

tahles in MS Access the improperly entered values were corrected.

Once the data records in the arteflact tables w'ere corrected the tables were related according

to provenience; specifically the Plot, Trench and Quadrat (lxlm square unìts) excavation

units. One central table r¡ras created to relate all tables together. It was hoped this

organization woulcl allow for the integration of arïefact types between tables. However, there

were problerns relating the tables based on the provenience information entered in the

spreadsheets.

Trench and quadrat data were amalgamated in the recording ofprovenience information in

the spreadsheets. In particular, several quadrat units were entered into the same {ìeld. For

example, if the individual lvanted to indicate that a particular area was made up of Quadrats

2,7,8 and 9, they entered '2,7,8,9' . Or if the artefact was located in Quadrats 2,3, 4 and 5,

they would enter '2-5' in the freld. The entry of data in this form w-as entirely logical;

however, the inconsistencies between values in the'Quadrat' {ìeld for different tables created

problems u,ith relating the tables together to create the RDBMS.

In order to relate the provenance information to each table, there must be a primary key

and a foreign key. The foreign key in one table references the primary key of another table.

In order to maintain referential integrity betw-een tables there must be a common value that

exists in each table. If one table has a Quadrat value of '2-5' and the other has a value of

'2,3,4,5' in the same field the information is not considered to be the same. Therefore tables

with this type ofinconsistency between them cannot be related with referential integrity.
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In order to create a central table to relãte all other tables in the database a series of

Structured Query Language (SQL) statements rvere created. The searches found any

unmatched entries for Treneh anci Quadrat values in the artefact tables that did not match the

central table. Once all the different Trench and Quadrat field values were added into the

central table, each individual table could be related to the central table via referential

integrity constraint (Figure iv).
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D. SQL Støtements: Obtairîìftg Ínfornectioit.front the Ðatabøse

In order to access and view information in a database, it must be queried. MS Access

supports a language called Structured Query Language (SQL) to search and retrieve

inforrnation ÍÌom a database's ¡ecords. alr sQL statement has syntax and operators that

indicate to the database w'hat the user wants to do. A simple SELECT statement tells the

database fhat it wants to get a set of records from specific tables that match certain criteria

values. The SELECT stateurent can also include information such as how you want the

database to show you this data by grouping or sorting it. For example, a simple SeL

SELECT statement would be:

SELECT Trench, Quadrat, LocusSirnplifi ed, MSP, Taxon, ModificationType

FROM tblFauna

WI-IERE LoousSimplified LIKE "23" AND ModificationType LIKE.,awl"

ORDER BY Trench;

This SQL statement tells the database ro SELECT the fields, "Trench, euadrat,

LocusSimpli{ied, number of individual specirnens QTTISP), Taxon and ModificationType"

FROM the table, "tblFauna'WHERE rhe value in the LocusSirnplified field is, .,23,' AND

the value in the ModificationTlpe field has the value, "awl". Then it asks the database to sort

the records in alphabetical order according to the, "Trench" field. The results of this simple

query are shown in Table L
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Tâble 1: Results of SQL SELECT ståte¡tûent

Simple SQL statements were used to query the database for both qualitative and

quantitative information pertaining to pit houses. This information w-as then analyzed to test

for the similarities in aftefact representations rvithin house structures at the Ea]ly Neolithic

settlement of Foeni-salaç, Romania in an attempt to determine the inhabitants' social

organization.

VIII. Ccnclusion

Retrieval and analysis of archaeological records using a relational database management

system can facilitate understanding of a settlement's socio-econornic organization. The

combination ofvariable correlates should assist in measuring the artefact patterns within each

pit house along a hypothetical linear model gradient. Using a combination of qualitative and

quantitative data; and interpreted with anthropological knowledge pertaining to social

relations of the domestic mode of production in small-scale societies allowed fbr the

plausible reconstruction of a socio-economic pattem.

Using an RDBMS to search for and cornbine several different types of data sets collected

flom Foeni-Salaç. it will be possible to determine whether this settlement's socio-economic

process was organized by a system related to either a conjugal farnily unit ofproduction or an
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extended family unit of ploduction. With a relational database, all the different data types

that encompass the archaeological correlates of behaviour can be combined and analyzed.

The development ofa relational database will assist in the analysis ofthe archaeological data

by relating separate data sets allolving them to be analyzed together. The basis for the design

and analysis ofthe relational database are inhe¡ent in the theoretical framework and purpose

ofthe research goals of this thesis.
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I. Introduction

This chapter deals rvith a description ofthe archaeological site at Foeni-Saiaç and the types

of data found for each pit house locus during the Early Neolithic. Foeni-Salaç is a site in

southwestern Romania dated to 55008.C. The site has been identified as being affrliated with

the Staröevo-Criç archaeological culture (Greenfield and Draçovean 1994; Greenfreld and

Jongsma n.d.; Jongsma 1997). This site w-âs originally chosen by the excavators for

investigation because it was thought to be a single compo¡Ìent site (Early Neolithic) that was

occupied for a relatively short pel'iod of time. In reality, the remains of several periods were

found overlying and cutting into the Early Neolithic deposits. This investigation focuses on

the Early Neolithic level at the site and the following will sumrnarize the relevant remains,

Most of the later remains were laterally displaced with respect to the Early Neolithic

deposits. The site's brief Early Neolithic occupation period and lack of archaeological

deposits super-positioned above it allow for a more focused analysis on the Early Neolithic

(Greenfield and Jongsma n.d.; Greenfield and Draçovean 1994).

This Early Neolithic archaeological site was more easily excavated than surroundirrg multi-

component sites. The age of Early Neolithic sites in this region, generally makes them hard

to ¡each archaeologically, as they are located at the lowest levels of occupation.

fuchaeologícal excavation is time consuming and takes a lot of financial resources when

attempting to access earlier levels. Accurate assessments of lotver occupation levels are

difficult in these cases as archaeologists are not as easily able to get a horizontal overview of

a site (Greenfreld and Jongsma n.d.).

The lack of archaeological components above this Early Neolithic settlelnent at Foeni-

Sala¡ facilitated excavation. This condition allowed for the investment oftime and resources
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uncovering a wider horizontal area than would normally be possible. Thus a clearer picture

of settlement occupation was revealed.

XI. Cultural context -Starðevo-Criç

The Starðevo-Criç archaeological culture is a combination of tw'o regionai archaeological

cultures that are simply local manifestations of larger cultural patterns - Starðevo in Serbia

and Criç in Romania (Jongsma 1997). Both cultures exhibit sintilar material culture,

settlement pafterns, architecture, subsistence and mortuary practices (Jongsma 1997). The

starðevo-crig cultural label has been applied to Foeni-salaç due to its geographical location

at the border between these two countries and "archaeological culture" areas (Greenfield and

Draçovean 1994; Jongsma 1997) This archaeological culture is one of the earliest known

flood producing groups irr SE Europe (Whittte 1956, 1996).

A. Settlen ¿nt Potlern

Early Neolithic settlements in southwest Rornania ale found in specific locations. Usually

they are found in clusters along the edges of rivers and streams (Jongsma 1997, whittle

1986). settlements were established on 'levees' (Jongsma 1997) în flood plains. These levees

(areas ofhigher ground) w-ere either unaffected by annual river flooding or recovered quickly

(drained quickly or easily from annual river fluctuations).

These loose alluvial soils are easily tilled and appeal to be a common location for Starðevo

and criç settlement pallems. This cultural pattem does not appear to be found associated with

mountainous areas (Jongsma I997).

Stratiographically, the Starðevo-Criç sites are generally a thin layer of occupation, no

deeper than 1 meter (srejovió 1988) except for pit structures which range frorn i-3 meters in

depth. Jongsma (1997) notes stratigaphic levels tend to be disturbed or laterally displaced.
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Thin occupational scatters have been oted to extend up to 2 krn (Jongsnû 1997). lt.{cPher¡o¡r

and Srejovió (1988) hypothesize that the length of the larger sites are the result of short

oceupations by small groups ofindividuals at different times.

At some 'tell' sites, cultural deposits for this archaeological culture range 1Ìorn 3-4 rneters

in depth (Chapman i98l; Barker' 1985). The surfaoe area of these occupations t'ere

seemingly constrained to the size of the small hill or rise in landscape they a¡e located on

(Jongsma 199?). Living off of the mound would mean living in seasonally flooded areas

(Jongsrna 1997). With this in mind, it would seem logical that Starðer¡o-Criç artefact scafters

on flood plains which extend up to 2 km (thought to have been small groups of occupations

over short periods) could be partiatly the result of or influenced by flooding ol these areas.

Thus, some of tlie artefact distributions at these larger sites could have been "stretched out"

or dispersed by rising and falling water levels.

B. Intra-sìte settl ehrerrt p&llern

The general pattern of Starðevo archaeologieal sites contain a large central building

surrounded by several smaller buildings in a circle or semi-circle around the ceÍìtral structure

(Jongsma 1977). Foeni-Salaç follows this typical pattern: it has frve small house structures

forming a semi-circle that suLrounds a larger structure.

Pit houses typical ofthis archaeological culture pattem were dug in the soft loess deposits

with r.valls made fiom daub. These structures were occupied for a relatively shot period of

tirne, thus not much effort was put into creating a lasting structure (Jongsma 1977). For

example, the living floor was not specially constructed of any special buitding material,

rathel the loess soil was left as is and used thus (Jongsma 1977). Semi-subterranearl

dwellings vary in sìze and shape across Starðevo-Criç sites. The earliest structules generally
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have a circular or elliptical shape, and concave living floor surfaces. Later structures ofthe

Starðevo culture (during the middle phase) are rectangular or trapezoidal; some ofthese had

flat living surfaces and others, concave surfaces (Bogdanovió 1988; Jongsma 1977).

Semi-subtenanean houses also contained small hearths or ovens. This is in contrast with

other structures that do not contain hearths or in which evidence ofthem is not found. These

other structures may have been habitation structures or could have been used for other

puryoses/activities such as refuse deposits or storage pits. G€nerally, little evidence has been

found for spatial divisions or "rooms" within houses (Bogdanovió 1988).

Two sites in central Serbia are exceptions to this pattem. One pit-house at Cmokalaðka

Bara contained th¡ee rooms (Bogdanovió 1988) and a dwelling at Blagotin had rr¡'o rooms

(Greenfield and Stankovið n.d.). The typical pattem found for semi-subterranean dwelliugs,

which do not indicate spatial divisions, could be the normal "cultural pattern" o¡ could be tlie

combination ofpoor preservation ofthese sfructures over time, the method ofexcavation (not

able to detect these internal structures) and/or recording techniques (were not able to discern
t.

structures in post-excavation analysis).

III. Description of the Early l{eolithic occupâtion at Foeni-Salâç

Foeni-Salaç is located on a mound in a flood plain 3 km north ofthe modern day village of

Foeni in Romania (Jongsma 1997). The site has a thin, single component layer of Early

Neolithic occupation, ideal for attempting to understand a pa¡ticular temporal period. For this

reason, a broad horizontal excavation was conducted there during the summers of 1992-Igg4

(Jongsma 1997; füeenfield and Draçovean 1994: Greenfield and Jongsma n.d.) to understand

the socio-economic and community organization of this regional and temporal,

archaeological phenomenon.
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A, Loci

There are several periods ofoccupation and their respective loci at the site (i.e. Pleistocene,

Post- Pleistocene, Early Neolithic, Middle Bronze Age, Early Iron Age and Medieval -
Greenfield and Jongsma n.d.; Jongsma 1997). A locus is a major stratigraphic layer; this unit

of measure was also used to define or identify visible features (i.e. cultural cleposits or

altefact concentrations that are located in different soil types or colours, such as a pit

feature). Some loci extend across the entire site (as they identify a complete stratigraphic

layer) or specifically identify a cultural feature (such as a pit) (Greenfield n.d.). The focus

here is on those loci specific to the Early Neolithic occupation. Dwellings for this occupation

include. loci 7 , 10, 23, 24, 4l and 50. Other excavâted activity areas include one storage pit

found at locus 25 and th-ree open air loci (51, 52 and 53).

B, Druellings (Locì 7, 10, 23, 24, 41, 50)

The majority of artefact concentrations wer.e found within dwelling structures (Jongsma

1997). A small number.of artefacts were found between dwellings. Jongsma,s (1997)

analysis ofthe tlaub anå associated features found at Foeni-Salaç deten¡ined the following

loci to be semi-subterranean dwellings: loci 7, 10, 23,24,41 and 50.

Architectural styles and spatial patteming vary or differ slightly Íìom culture to culture and

can become important to understanding socio-cultural aspects. The unique characteristics of

pit houses cunently identi$, this regional cultural pattem from the pattem found in

surounding countries during the same time period. Jongsma (1997) notes Hungary, Bulgaria,

Bosnia, northem Macedonia and Greece all have surface houses associated with Early

Neolithic occupations (Gimbutas 1976;IJomath 1989; Renfrew 1969).
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L Locus 7 - Snøll Pit House

A small pit house that contained a number of daub artefacts associated with linen and

textile production (bolas, spindle whorls, loom weights) and some daub net weights (Senior

2004). Senior notes that this dwelling contained the densest concentration of loom weights

than any other locus excavated (Senior 2004).

Chipped stone artefacts were also found including two chipped lithic cores. Generally,

lithic cores are associated with microblade production. Grinding stones used for the purpose

of food production were found.

Two legs of an 'altar' w-ere found. Based on other archaeological and ethnographic

evidence it was suggested that this type of artefact was used as a lighting source in dwellings

(Manson 1990; Tringham and Stevanovió 1990). There were no fìgurines present.

Bone artefacts for this dwelling indicated potential for the production of leather/hide work,

fabric, basket weaving and pottery decoration. One bone scraper found here was thought to

be used for food preparation; and.a.bone handle was believed to be associated with the

chipped stone artefacts (Senior 2004).
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Table 2: A¡tefacts for locus 7- NISP

2. Locus I0 - Small Pil House

A small number of spindle whorls and bolas w-ere found here. Daub loaf weights were

present, thought to be used for holding ¿own lne roof skins or thatching (Barber 1991).

Senior (2004) notes that the frequency ofthese artefacts was extremely minimal.

The stone artefacts in this dwelling comprised a lithic core, a blade and some lithic

debitage. No grinding stone artefacts r.vere present (Senior 2004).

Figurines and altar legs were not present.

One bone awVhandle and two spatulas were found here (Senior 2004).

lole made in
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li

Tâble 3: Artefacts for loeus 10 - NISP

3. Loctts 23 - Large Pit House

A number of loom weights were found in this d'rvelling. No spindle whorls and only two

bolas were found. Other daub artefacts included a large number of loaf weights and fìsh net

weights.

Stone artefacts consisted of one core, sixteen flakes (lithic debitage), thirteen blades, one

cìrcular end scraper, one stone axe/adze and seven grinding stones (one lower grinding stone,

three upper and three fragments).

Bone artefacts consisted of several awls, probably used in leather working, a few beads,

several bone handles (which probably contained lithic. blades - thus used as knives for a

variety oftasks), a pierced bone tool, rubber thought to have been used in pottery polishing

(Senior 2004), flrve scoops: believed to be used in food preparation and sewing and one

scraper: also thought to be used in food preparation (Senior 2004).

The'Figurine artefacts' category comprises fragments ofaltars, a figurine, two labrets used

as body adomment, a tiny ceramic pot thought to have been made by a child (Tringham and

Stevanovió i990), a ceramic handle and two ball weights. The artefacts called 'altars' were

given this name by archaeologists as they were thought to be used for ritual purposes.

Howeve¡, it has been noted in recent ethnographic research and historical contexts that these
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'altars' rvere used as a light soulce in houses (Manson 1990; Tringham and Stevanovió

19eo)
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4. Locus 24 - Snøll Pit House

Daub artefacts f¡om this locus include some four bola shaped w'eights, twenty-eight fish

net shaped weights, seventy-one loaf shaped weights, nineteen loom weights and tlree

spindle whorls.

Stone afiefacts include a few blades, two cores, terr flakes, and five grinding stones for

food processing and production.
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Figurine afiefacts are minimal: only one altar leg and a zoomorphic figurine were

recovered.
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Table 5: Locus 24 a¡lefacts - NISP

5. Locus 4I - Sntall Pit Htntse 
. 

I

This small dwelling had relatively small numbers of artefacts. No figurine artefaots were

found in association with this locus. Only one fish net shaped weight, two loaf shaped

weights and one 'unknown' weight were found. Three stone blades, two flakes, and one

grinding stone fragment are in the stone tool category. An iron slag fragment is probably

intrusive from the overlying EIA locus (44). One bone awl and a scoop were also recovered.
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6. Locus 50 - Dwelling

This locus was found on the last day of excavation. Due to time constraints it was not

excavated; no artefacts were recovered from this locus.

C. Storøge Pìfs (Locus 25)

This feature was a deep storage pit, relatively small in diameter. Only a large ceramic pot

and a daub loaf were found in the pit.

D. Activity Areøs (Loci 51, 52, ønd 53)

I. Locus 5 I

This locus is a dense concentration of ceramics and loom i,veights. It is hypothesized to

represent a weaving locus (Greenfield and Jongsma n.d.).

2. Locus 52

This locus is a large concentration of bone and ceramics. It has been interpreted as the

remains ofa possible livestock enclosure (Jongsma 1997).

3. Locus 53 Small Sutface Structure

This locus was not recognized as a locus of activity during excavation; rather it was

identifred in the post-season analysis of daub remains (Jongsma 199i). It appears to be a
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srnall above ground daub structure. Jongsma (1997) notes this could be a possible storage

area. LTnfortunately ihe artefacts in this area were not separated from the rest ofthe excavated

surroundings; as a result they were mixed in with all other artefacts across the site.

IY. Conclusion

The relatively short period ofoccupation at this sìte and the lack of overwhelming cultural

deposits that would be found if this were a tell site allow for a more complete analysis ofthe

settlement data. The unique cultural dwelling pattem (in the form of pit houses) is different

from the surrounding regions (surface dwellings). The smaller pit houses centred around a

larger house superficially appears to fepresent a meanirrgful cultural pattern. If the

settlenent's arehitectural pattern of pit house stn¡ctures at Foeni-Salaç was socially

meaningful to its inhabitants and through anthropological insight about the domestic mode of

production it is hoped that the following analysis of afcefact representations will be able to

determine the settlement's social organization.
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I. Introduction

Devoid of culture, spaces are meaningless areas. However, places are meaningful spaces to

the people using them. Meaning is super-imposed on landscapes or areas through cultural use

and social meanings. Some spaces become places through use. It is only until meaning is

giverl to a specified area through its use and/or modification that empty spaces become

places. Repetitive or continued use of places is conditioned along social and cultural

meanings and practices, which either consciously or unconsciously guide social individuals.

With repetitive use of places and "material culture" (physical objects that are used by

individuals in a society and are therefore imbued with cultural meaning), behaviours become

more apparent tlrough spatial patterning.

A study of material culture to determine or understand social uses of space, requires the

understanding and distinction between objects and the socio-cultural processes that create

and pattem them in space (Dietler and Herbich 1998). "Material culture results from a

productive process and as a pl'oduction it is the result of purposeful activity: . . . positioned in

relation to social structures and social strategies" (Shanks and Tilley 1987: 131) The

processes (or techniques) of their production and use are embedded in and conditioned by

social relations and cultural practice (Dietler and Herbich 1998). Material culture is part ofan

active process of social relations that both creates and reflects daily social interaction

(Shanks and Tilley 1987: 130-134):

"Material culture is charged with meaning and structured in relation to social
strategíes. People symbolically construct and organize their activities in a pre-
constituted social field and simultaneously effect an ordering ofthe representation of
those activities in language and material objects as a symbolic scheme or modality for
action in the world. .. " (Shanks and Tilley 1987: 132)
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Shanks and Tilley (1987: 132) further indicate that social inte¡action is, "characterized by

distinctive practices, strategies and structures which are temporally, spatially and socially

siiuated and arliculated". Thus, production of material cultu¡e and its consequential

patterning in space is guided by socio-cultural ¡elafions and practices within meaningful

places. These places are used and possibly modified according to culturally appropriate

behaviour, praciice or meaning- Modification of places can be irltentional or can be an

indirect function ofcultural practice (an unintended consequence of pattemed behaviour).

The pit houses a Foeni-Salaç provided a distinct sphere ol social activity used by the

inhabitants. These archaeologicalfy defined areas are the focus of analysis. They are readily

identifiable as socially meaningful places; the activities and behaviour ofpeople using these

spaces would have caused the matelial culture to reflect pattems of social interaction.

.A,¡alysis of the artefact data from these culturally rneaningful places could potentially

provide greater understanding of social organization at Foeni-Salaç,

The data presented in the previous chapter shows the number of specimens found and their

typological classi{ìcation. Unfortunately, the distribution ofthese artefacts as presented is not

conducive to statistical irvestigations. with the low a¡tefact counts in many categories, the

use of statistical measures is likely to return spurious results. In order to derive reliable and

rneaning informatio4 the data needs to be organized into meaningful categories.

The goal ofthis chapter is to determine social organization; therefore, the artefacts should

be grouped according to their associated activities. This grouping assurnes that the categories

these artefacts were placed in were used for tasks identifìed through historical or ethnological

analogies. Future research may revise or discover other uses of these artefacts; this would
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necessitate that the follorving analysis be revisited to re-evaluâte its conelusions or revise

them.

II. The l¡{eed for Meanirrgful Categories

Pil dwellings were the focus of the analysis simply because antkopology clearly identifies

houses and households as culturally ald socially meaningful spheres of interaction.

Excavations at Foeni-Salaç, and the analysis of daub remains clearly identified Early

Neolithic house structures, making this type of social place possible to investigate. Other

areas were not easily identifiable or defìnable as rneaningful places where social interaction

occurred (i.e. loci 52, 53 and 25),

As noted in the previous chapter, the data appears to shorv va¡iances in the amounts of

different artefact types. Hou'ever, a statistical measure is required to determine whether the

observecl differences in data are signifrcant or just a consequence of proportional samples.

Due to the statistically sensitive nalure of archaeological data, a chi-square analysis was

chosen to investigate the artefact relationships.

'ITI. Spurious Data

Due to the small numbers of daub artefacts f¡om locus 4i (a srnall pit house), data from

this area rvas left out ofthe chi-square and cramer's v tests; to determine whether the wolk

group activities between house structures was more similar or less similar. The low numbers

of arlefbcts from this locus would create spudous results (make the production areas appear

less similar). This data is incorporated in the discussion aÍìer the analysis.

IV. Meaningful Categories

The goal for the creation of meaningful categories was the creation ofa robust data set that

will contain reliable results to detemine the social organization of the settlement architecture
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tlrough patterned behaviour that resulted {ì'om arlefact use. The artefact categories in each

main, material category lvele combined where appropriate: according to associated

production activities. These main categories rvere daub, stone, figurine and bone.

A. Dnub Artefoct Ctttegones

Daub artefact categories w-ere bola. loom weight, fish net weight and spindle whorl.

Because there was only one stamp found, the lack ofvalues for other loci that did not contain

a stamp \¡/as spulious data; this category was removed lbr chi-square and discussed later.

These categories were picked because they seemed to be the smallest categorical units that

would allow for a depietion ofproducfion modes without compromising potential differences

in their use. Bolas could have been used for hunting or textile production. While loom

weights and spindle whorls are lelated to textile production, the values in each locus were

high enough to keep these categories separate in a chi-squares test. This separation could

allow for determination of meaningful production lelationships.

Loaf weights are believed to have been placed on top ofthe roof structure and around the

outside ofthe ¡valls of structures to rveigh thern down. These artefacts were not deemed to

represent meaningful units which could be related to social organization for this particular

study and were left out of chi-squares tests. However, the time, energy and labour pool

required for the creation of these rveights (714 loaves for this short period of occupation)

rvould have been a product ofthe settlement's forces ofproduction.

When tlre four meaningful loci (7, 10, 23 and 24) were compared the chi-square (12) was:

f: lza.zl with a probability (p) of p = 0.00 and a cramer's v (v) value of v:0.50 (x2=

32637,p = 0.00, V : 0.50). Cramer's V (V:0.50) indicates on a scale between zero and one

there is a 0.50 difference in the observed values between all four houses separately (Table 7).
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Table 7: Daub elìi-squâre - all loci separãt€d
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When the tb¡ee smallel house structures (loci 7, 10 and 24) are compared against the

larger dw-eiling (loeus 23) we see a greater difference in the representation of artefacts (12:

275.4292,p:0.00,V=0.70)(TableB).Cramer'sV(V:0.70)indicatesonascaleof

between zero and one; there is a 0.70 difference betrveen the representation of artefacts

occurring in the smaller dwellings and the larger central dwelling. This confi¡ms the

differences seen in the rarv data that indicate a different set of production tasks associated

with the daub categories occurring in this larger house than in the srnaller houses.

Tatrle 8: Daub artefâct csmparison beÉ$'een the smaller dHellings ând centr.al Iarger dwelting
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The following pit houses were compared to determine where any differences might occur

in production modes for daub categories.

Differences in daub artefacts existed betweerì loci 7 and 10 (Table 9). The results rvere (12

:22.1736729, p = 0.0000599, V: 0.373439503). Cramer's V indicates a difference of0.37

on a scale of zero to one between daub artefacts in loci 7 and 10.
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The strongest variation between small pit houses for daub production artefacts existed with

loci 7 and 24 (Table 10). The results were (t=86.6561, p = 0, V = 0.688135598). When

Table 9: Daub âìfefact comparison betn'een loei 7 ând 10
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compared we see a stronger difference between loci 7 and 24 (Y : C.6881); than beTween loci

7 and 10 (V:0.3734)

Table t0: Ðâub ârtefact eolnparison bet$ e€n lociT aÍ.l24
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When the two small pit houses of loci 24 and 10 (Table i 1) are compared rve see less

differences than those observed in the comparison betwee¡r the pit houses of loci 7 and 10 (V

= 0.373439503) and less differences between loci 24 and 7 (V : 0.6881). The results for the

comparison of daub artefacts in loci 24 and 10 were (f = 21.9715, p : 0.00007, V =

0.294378399).

Tâble 11: Daub aÉefâct comparison betn'een loci 24 ând 10.
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2. Comparisott ofLocus 24 Against 23

From the comparisorrs of the smaller pit houses, it appears that locus 24 has relatively

similar daub artefact categories w-ith 23 than with loci 7 and 10. Loci 7 and 10 appeared to be

very sinrilar in daub artefact categodes. The results were (f : n 375601| p : 0.0000005, V

: 0.20a779282) (Table 12). Cramer's V = 0.2008 indicates the strength of the differences

observed by the artefacts in locus 24 compared to locus 23 was weaker than any values

observed between the smaller pit houses. It is possible that locus 24 rvas tlìe site ofrelatively

similar patterns that locus 23 contained during occupation. It should be noted that the types

of activities in locus 24 reflected by the raw artefact numbers where produced on a much

smaller scale than locus 23.

Table 12: Daull artefact comparison b€tween loci 24 and 23
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A better visual representation of the different values calculated for Cramer's V between

loci was summarized in a stem-and-leaf plot. The Cramer's V value for loci 24 and 23 is

0.20, for loci 24 and 10 is 0.29. These two values are shown on the same line in the stem-

andleaf plot (sten has the value of 0.2). The Crarner's V value for loci 7 and 10 is 0.37

(stem value is 0.3) while loci 23 and 7 is 0.51 (stem value of0.5). For locí 24 and 7; and for

loci 23 and 10 Cramer's V is 0.69. These two comparisons are also found on the same line in

the stem-andJeaf plot (stem value of 0.6). The plot shows how loci 24, was rnore similar to

both locus 23 and locus 10; as, Cramer's V values were clustered together (V = 0.20 and

0.29) (Table 13).

Table 13: Stem-andleaf Plot for individual pit house eomparisons

24 and23 0.2008

24 and 10 o.2943 0.2
7 and 10 o.3734 0.3
23 and 7

24 andT 0.6881 0.6

0.2

23 and 10 0.6854 0.6
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The¡e were two discreet clusters of values. Loci 24 and 23 were nore similar in artefact

¡atios.

B. Lithic Artef{tct Cutegories

Lithic artefacts were also grouped into categories for better statistical analysis. Meaningful

groups were created according to logical categories that could be indirectly related to patterns

of social behaviour. The categories were microblades (called blades); a concatenalion of

cores, flakes, hammer stones and abraders; and, lower grindilìg stones.

L Chipped Stones

Blades are a result ofstone tool production and could have beerr used for a variety oftasks.

Their presence indicates use of this tool type but not necessarily its production where it was

found archaeologically. They could have been made anywhere on the site of even at another

site and used.

Cores, flakes, hammer stones and abraders are related to stone tool production, repair or

maintenance. Flakes are often refened to as lithic debitage. Debitage is the resulting debris

caused by hammering on stone to produce stone tools, Presence of lithic flakes or debitage

was important as they directly relate to stone tool production or maintenance u,hele they

were found archaeologically.

2. Ground STones

Grindirtg stone tools are used in the preparation of foods. Two general categories of

grinding stones are upper and lower. Upper grinding stones refer to a stone that w-ould have

been held in the hand ofthe person grinding a plant material against the larger lower grinding

stone. The lower grinding stone would have rested on the floo¡ where matedals could be

placed on it and ground (with the hand held upper grinding stone). Senior's (2004) analysis
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grouped all grinding stones together and not distinguish between upper and lower grinding

stones.

I rationalized that only the lower grinding stone would sufüce to represent the presence or

absence of food production rvithin the pit houses as they are generally larger and heavier';

thus would nol likely have been moved often from their site of consistent use. some upper

stones were broken or partìal specimens that misleadingly increased the number of a¡efacts

in this category; thus, statistical use of both the upper and lower grinding stone could cleate

misleading results on the importance, presence or absence offood production.

The overall comparison between the pit houses (Loci 7, i0, 23,24 and 41) showed weak

differences in the observed values (Table 14). The chi-square results indicated only a 6oyo

conftdence interval in observed differences (f = 8.391474723, p = 0.40, V = 0.2397). While

differences in the data were observed, the site as a whole did not show strong statistical

differences in proportional use, production or maintenance of lithic tools; or, in the

production of foods.

Table 14: Stone artefact compârison betry€en åII pit houses - loci 7, 10,29,24 anù 4I
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C. Figurtne Aneføcts

Two main groups of artefacts were created for this category. However the values were too

low to allow for meaningful statistical analysis (Table 15). The groups were altar and

figurine.

Table 15; Figurine art€facts

10
24
41

7

23

:0:0
lÀ:ll

ioio
:t,O
la

The presence ofaltar legs does not seem to have much signifìcance irr terms ofproduction.

llthese were used for lighting purposes, as noted in chapter 4, they would likely reflect house

size. A larger house would require more lighting sources for visibility. However, the

fragmentary nature of altar leg artefacts does not provide an accurate assessment of any

differences in the number ofaltars used within or between houses.
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The only lecovered figurines were found in loci 23 and 24. Table 16 shows the database

query ofthe figurine data found in these loci.

Table 16: Database quelX of figurine artefacts in loci 23 ând 24

Locus 23 contained two labrets and one unidentifiable frgurine, whereas, locus 24

contained a zoomorphic figurine.

Ð. Bone Artefacts

Bone artefacts were grouped into awls to represent leather working and

scoop/scraper/spatula to represent food preparation and food serving activities. Across the

site, the comparison between structures showed a significant difference between aotivities,

with a strength of 0.4340 1f :t tzzsoot,p:o.102248282,Y =0.434o2s404) (Table 17.).

Table 17: Bone artefâct comp¿risons
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The observed values showed a higher number of bone artefacts in both categories.

Assuming that different houses combined labour to form work groups two sets of loci were

created to explore the possíbility of viewing these work groups archaeologically. Loci 7 and

23 contained the highest values for the awl category. Assuming that these two loci were the

main nodes of such work, they were logically organized and grouped with values from the

other locus.

Low values of locus 10 where no awls could be found were combined with locus 23 that

contained the highest values for this category to form one work group; assuming that

individuals from locus 10 would go to locus 23 and work in a group.

The second work group assumed that locus 7lùas the site of another node of work with

loci 24 and 41 being part of the 'w-ork group' thlough kinship or some other type of

affiliation but carrying out their activities within their own houses.

When the combined activities of loci 24,7 and 4I were compared against loci 23 and 10

(Table 18), there was more similarity between values (t: 1.7537019, p :0.78094i004, V :

0.20681687). There is almost no difference between value groupings. The chance that these

grouped values could actually reflect a difference in activity is 32Yo.ln fact, Cramer's V (V:

0.20681687) indicates that these groupings are extremely similar.

This test does not provide any definitive support for the existence of these logical groups

as actual workgroups or of any affiliation between these houses. It was used as a conceptual

1:+1163+1+6

9,_qQ999?€9€
16.97560976
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tool to think about how different locus could have socially organized thernselves for labour

activities. These groups could equally ¡epresent the individual nature of work ca¡ried out fo¡

this type of activity within loci7,24, and 41 as compared to activities at locus 23 \.vithout any

type ofgroup work or kinship affiliation.

11

is
t{3i i:i i

t4

r8

:10.6097561 i4.390243902
;ts.iööã4¡e ii 6osis6,oss

V, Ðiscussion -'l{odes' of Production

up to this point in the thesis, I have discussed and outlined workgroups based on either

conjugal or extended family organizational units. since the analysis of the data concerns

physical architectural patterns and artefact representations as a reflection of human

behaviour, for discussion purposes it would be more appropriate to refer to the results and

interpretations of them as 'nodes' of production reflecting the central focus of household

(worþroup) social boundaries. Nodes of production more clearly signifies focus of

workgroup production areas in relation to the architectural structures as socially defined areas

of organization or demareation. while most artefact categories were represented in each
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locus the relative concentrations of artefacts were shown to be of greater or lesser

significance and strength using chi-squares and Cramer's V. The analysis allowed us to

measure the data for more inforrned interpretations oftheir relationships.

While activities associated with these artefacts were likely carried out to lesser extent in

each locus where artefacts were found, larger 'nodes' of ploduction fur certain activities

appeared to have taken place in cerlain loci.

The largest pit house excavated (locus 23) appeared to be a main area of production

associated with fish net weights, certain elements of textile manufacturing (although not all

elements), fornal lithic production, food production and leather working. Five out of six

bone scoops artefacts, assumed to be used for serving food, were found in this locus. This

could be a reflection ofgreater numbers ofindividuals eating in this area close to where they

carried out these tasks. Conversely, it could be a function ofthe larger number ofindividuals

residing here.

l. Locus 23

If locus 23 was the site of making or mending frsh nets, it could be possible loom weights

and awls found here were used for tying and knotting net cord together; however this

concatenation of tools for such a task cannot be substantiated. The higher amounts of blade

tools found in locus 23 might also reflect the use of expedient blades that were hafted for fish

processing. Again this claim cannot be supported with the current data and analysis.
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Figule v: Locus 23

The greater numbers of ground stone mortaÍs (lower ground stones) indicate processing

activity of botanical foods. This is reflected in the different patterns of plant remains found

archaeologically.

According to botanical remains analyzed by Jezik (1998) most domesticated cereal

remains and high concentrations of wild varieties of gathered plants come from loci 23 and

24. Locus 23 contained concentrations of Quercus sp. coeledon (acom); presence of Avena

sp. (oal), Hordenuem vulgare (barley) and Tt'iticum monococcum (einkom).

L*cus S 'i
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2. Locus 24

Locus 24 was also the focus of production associated with fish net shaped ',veights, loom

shapecl weights, maintainable fool production and plant production. The amount of fish net

rveights and looln weights suggest these activities were perforrned on a rnuch smaller scale

than the node found at locus 23.

T,n¡ç.l.ite"
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Figul'e l'i: Locus 24

Botanical remains found in locus 24 mostly contained a mixture of domestic and wild

varieties of einkorn. Jezik (1998) also suggested that the scattering of these plant materials

over locus 24 in contrast to the discrete clustering of remains to the north-eastem comer of
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locus 23 could represent either an inefTicient harvesting systern or the early stages of crop

processing. Locus 24 w'as likely a node ofproduction for this plant.

3. Locus 7

With the large amounts of bolas, loom shaped weights and spindle whorls locus 7 was

likely a site of textile production. Leather production w-as perflormed as evidenced by the

presence of bone awls. However, the number of awls suggests this activity was performed to

a lesser extent than in locus 23. Locus 7 also contained a variety ol botanical material.

How'ever, the concentration of this material was attributed to the later use of this locus as a

refuse deposit (Jezik 1998).

re*Ërw
Figur€ vii: Locus 7
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-1. Locus I0

This house u'as likely part of a larger household. The presence of loom weiglrts and

spindle rvholls indicate could ¡epresent a minor textile production area. The absence of

botanical remairrs from locus i0 provides consistent evidence consistent with the lack of

plant prccessing facilíties; suggesting food production was unlikely to have taken place here.

Site Son'ttl

Minar ?extîls
Prüd$êtlsn

I'igurc viii: Locus 10

5- Locus 1l

Few artefacts associated with this locus and absence of botanical remains suggests that it

was rlot an important node ofproduction. The individuals from this house likely were part of

a larger household and performed activities in one or several ofthe other loci.

6. Taol Production

Two types of chipped storÌe cores are found at Foeni-Salaç: bipolar and pebble cores.

Bipolar cores are the major source of microblades on the site, w-hich were the most cÐmmon

stone tool type at Foeni-Salaç. They are generally ¡eferred to as blades. Blades are an

Loen*s
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extremely versatile and adaptable tool type. Blades can be easily modi{ìed or hafted and used

ofa r.vide variety of functions; can'ing, cutting, scraping, drilling, etc. Production ofthis type

oftool is a very efficient use of lithic naterial. This is a constant problem at the site, whicli is

far removed from any lithic sources. More blades can be made with less stone and in less

time tharr cliipped stone tools. Onee a microblade begins to become dull it can be discarded

and another (sharp) blade produced immediately to replace the dull one. Pebble cores is a

more amorplrous or irregular t)¡pe of core. Each flake tool is unique.

The distribution of the trvo core types more or less parallels the distribution of the tools

struck fiom them. AII ofthe structures contained blades, but only loci 7 and i0 contained bi-

polar cores. ln oontrast, pebble cores are found in loci 23 and 24, while only one scraper was

found (Locus 23). This suggests that blade tools were ubiquitous throughout the site. The

presence of pebble in loai 23 and 24 indicate more restricted use of both pebble cores and

scraping tools.

7. Possible Social hplications

Figuline data indicated the presence of2 labrets in locus 23. Labrets were decorative body

adornrnent items usually worn tlrough the lower lip. Apart from the culturally aesthetic

aspects to this type ofbody adornment, labrets could also have been a form or indication of

social identity, gender, position or group affrliation.

Othel labrets at the site not directly associated with pit houses, were in the vicinity of loci

23 and 24. A database query of labrets found across the site with trench and quadrat data

selected revealed that 4 out or 6 labrets in total were proximal to locus 23 (see Table 19:

Locafion oflabret artefacts). One labret out ofthe 6 was close to locus 24.
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Table 19: Location of Iabret arÍefâcts

The relatively low numbers of labrets found and their absence in or relative distance fronl

other loci (7, 10 and 41) suggests this type of body adornment r¡/as not common to all

settlenent occupants. It is more likely this adornment did have social meaning rather than

pure decorative value. This observatiorr is more probable in lighi ofthe fact that locus 23 was

the largest structure on the site (approxirnately 50% larger than Locus 24; and approximately

7 5%ø larger than loci 7, 10 and 41) which could also have been symbolic of rank or status

within the settlernent. The area ofthe loci is based on Senior's (2004) calculations (see Table

20).

Locus l0: 14m'

Locus 23: 54m"

Locus 24: 26m'

Locus 4l l3m'

Locus 7: lom

Table 20: Area of Ioci (Senior 2004)
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Tlre main 'nodes' of production at the site appear to be loci 23 and 24 maintained access to

resources or labour through orvnership. kinship or group affrliation. These two loci are likely

the main households or domestic groups that controlled forces of production at Foeni-Salaç.

Similarity in textile ploduction betw-een loci 7 and i0 suggests these looi each belonged to

one ofthe larger households (locus 23 or'24).In terrns of proximity, locus 7 is closer to loeus

24 and locus 10 near locus 23. It would be reasonable but not substantial to assume that loci

10 and 23 formed one household and loci 24 and 7 another. Locus 41 also appeared to be

affrliated wilh a larger household, possibly locus 23. However, it might also have been

affiliated with another unexcavated house.

Foeni-Salaç household and conmunity organization could be conceptually thought of

using the characteristic social and ecotromic structure of Melanesian 'big-man' societies.

This is not to suggest that Foeni-Salaç is the same as Melanesiau 'big-man' societies, rather

some concepts can be used to illustrate plausible similarities. In general, 'big-man' types of

social organization generally consist of autonomous kinship-residential groups (Sahlins

1963: 288-289). Small villages tend to be economically self-governing, and similar to

sun'ounding villages in telrns of political status (Sahlins 1963: 228). Big-man authority is

based in personal power and attained tlrough the demonstration ofcertain skills (e.9. magical

powers, gardening prowess, oratorical skill or bravery in warfare); not though kinship or

lineage succession, (Sahlins 1963: 289). A big-rnan initially depends on a small core of

followers, mainly his own household and closest relatives, to gain economic advantage

tlrrough kinship obligation and reciprocity (Sahlins 1963: 291). He increases his household

by incorporating other non-kin related individuals (Sahlins 1963:291. Often a big-man will

have a dwelling o¡ clubhouse for him and his 'follon'ers'.
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The pit houses at Foeni-Salaç rvere probably part of largel dominant households that

olganized themselves according to extended kirrbased units of production. The activities of

production took plaee in socially meaningful spaces that r.r,ould have reflected kinship, social

or marital relations/affrliations.

VI. Conclusion

The analysis ofdata from the Early Neolithic settlement at Foeni-Salaç was organized into

logically rneaningful categories that could potentially provide insight into the donestic mode

of production. Data sholved observed variances between locus for different artefact

categories. Chi-squares and Cramer's V was used as a tool to measure observed proportions

of artefacts found in socially meaningful places for a more informative assessrnent of the

data. Hypothetical data, called the expected values, represented the values that would have

been shown if all loci had contained tire same activities. Statistical analysis was not meant to

provide an answer; rather, was used as a heuristic device to provide a measure of clata

gathered- Once measured, logical assessment and interpretations of data rvere carried out

based on anthropological knowledge and assumptions about human behaviour.

It was determined that excavations at Foeni-Salaç suggest the presence of two domestic

groups organized by extended lamily units which maintained and controlled access to

resouroes or labour tkough social, kinship or marital affiliation. The precise manner in

which these groups controlled l esources could not be deterrnined archaeologically.
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I. Introduction

The organizational strucîure for Early Neolithie settlements iu temperate southeast Europe

has been sh¡ouded in mystery. Most archaeological sites in the Íegion have been buried under

later occupations rnaking large scale excavation costly and difficult. The archaeological site

of Foeni-Salaç allowed archaeologists to take a 'snapshot' of ti¡rre in the lives ofthese pre-

historic inhabitants. The compilation of data and ¡esearch conducted at this site allowed for

the creation and integration of information into a relational database system. Different data

sets were combined and analyzed to deterlnine the socio-economic strueture of this Early

Neolithic settlement.

II. R.esults

The data from Foeni-Salaç was organized into logically meaningful categories based on

assumed functions or associated activities. Data sho'¡,ed obse¡ved variauces betw'een loci for

dilferent aftefact categories. Chi-squares and Cramer's V was used as a tool to measure

observed proportions of artefacts found in socially meaningful places for a more informative

assessment of the data. Obsen'ed data was compared against hypothetical data. The

hypothetical data, refered to as the expected values, represented the numbers of artefacts that

would have been represented archaeologically if the loci beirtg compared contaitred the same

activities.

The analysis of data fiom Foeni-Salaç suggests the settlement was organized around two

main households. Anthropological knowledge about the domestic mode of production

suggests that these households would have been based on extended family units. These two

households would have rnaintairred and controlled access to resources or labour through
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social, kinship or marital affrliation. The precise manner in which the forces of production

rvere controlled could not be determined archaeologically.

A previous analysis of the remains from the site (Senior 2004) focused on activity areas

within pit houses. It deter¡nined that differences in activity irnpofiance exisfed between loci

7, 23, and 24.

"Although the artefact distributions in Loci 7 , 23 and 24 are similar in content, they
become less similar when examined from an activity analysis perspective. The
number of spindle whorls in Loci 7 and 24 set them apart from Locus 23. Although
Locus 23 does not have any evidence for spindle whorls, it does appear to have been
a centre for a great number of tasks including texlile manufacturing. The greatest
number of loom weights and net weights is found in this locus" (Senior 2004).

In particular, Senior suggested that when values were normalized (adjusted for size of pit),

two pits stand out from the rest - loci 7 and 23 .

"When the artefact proportions are adjusted to account for the size of the pit, the
importance oflocus 23 shifts and Locus 7 appears to take on a greater importance lor
certain activities" (Senior 2004).

Tlrerefore, loci 7,23, and 24 (which had been disturbed by later Eneolithic and EIA pits)

u,ould be the primary activity loci at the site. The other smaller loci (10 and 41) were likely

secondary wolk areas. But the quantitative differences between the three large loci (7,23 and

24) are so small that he could not substantiate whether ac,tivities taking place in these loci

we¡e different (Senior 2004), leaving his activity analyses somewhat inconclusive.

The analysis presented in this thesis focused on a different level of investigation than

Senior's (2004) previous anaiysis of loci at Foeni-Salaç. My analysis diffe¡ed from Senior's

(2004) in that it focused on the settlement's social organization - were

households/workgroups based on conjugal or extended modes of production which are

prevalent in small-scale societies. Based on the excavated data from Foeni-Salaç, the analysis

presented in this thesis indicated the settlement was likely composed of two extended family
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units or households. These household groups would have controlled the forces ofproduction,

maintained access to resources and ensured the needs of settlement occupants were met.

IIL Relational Database

The relational database management system (RDBMS) allowed for the collection and

storage of larger amounts of information than simple spreadsheets. with the use of sel-

statements the research was able to query the database for information pertaining to both

qualitative and quantitative data about the artefacts which could be used in the analysis.

The use of an RDBMS for this research allowed for several improvements. strictly in

terms ofdata management all ofthe collected data is now centralized into a single file which

makes the storage and maintenance ofthe data simpler. previously the data was or.ganized as

several different files (in the form ofspreadsheets) which were more difficult to keep track of

and backup. with the data organized into one flrle it is easier to manage. A1so, MS Access has

built in tools, such as database compaction, repair and security that are available.

Another improvement to the data management was the issue of data conuption and

cleanup. Data in the spreadsheets was prone to data com;ption, where some recorcls had data

entered in the wrong frelds. In some cases, a record was located across seve¡al rows. These

problems effect data analysis, however were easily identified \rith the relational database and

corrected using simple queries. using the relational database also revealed incomplete

entries, mistakes in data entry anci use oi <iifferent data values for similar categories by so¡ie

students. Having several different forms of the same value c¡eates inaccurate counts of data

and information. Therefore the relational database was beneficial to recognizing these

problems and facilitated coffection of them,
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In terms of analysis, the RDBMS facilitated accurate retrieval of the data fl'om Foeni-

Salaç. The relational database facilitated grouping and sorting ofthe data for evaluation and

analysis. It also facilitated counts and summaries of non-numerical data categories (texT or

alphanurneric values). Record frltering, sorting and grouping is more diffrcult to perform with

spreadsheets. Large datasets in spreadsheets are less efficient with data- mining than

relational databases. This proved invaluable in searching for useful data and creating tables to

carry out the statistical analysis. Previous use of spreadsheets has shown inaccuracies with

counts and summaries, likely due to the data corruption problerns noted earlier. The

relational database has the added benefit of automatically incorporation any new data entered

into the database with the SQL statements, This will facilitate future research with the data.

A relational database enhances the data f¡om Foeni-Salaç by providing for more user

friendly features to facilitate data entry and retrieval. Data entry is time consuming.

Incorporating forms with pre-entry values in certain fields would reduce time and costs

incurred with this aspect ofresearch. Database synchronization and web access would also be

useful for researchers to search for and view data, This would facilitate communication ofthe

data internationally in real-time to other archaeologists involved in the project, as well as any

other interested researchers.

Previous attempts at analyzing this data did not use a relational database management

system which created problems with applying statistical measures. The creation of a RDBMS

alleviates previous methodological problems and facilitates future analysis ofthis data.

Analysis of archaeological records using a relational database management systeln to

query data facilitated understanding of this Early Neolithic settlement's socio-economic

organization. The relational database system is not a replacement for statistical tools, rathe¡ it
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is a tool to enable archaeologists to organize and find the info¡mation they require in a useful

format. Once the data is organized the archaeologist can apply stâtistical functions. Some

database programmes contain built in functions that can be used for simple anal¡'5is.

However, for complex statistical measures it would be more useful to export this data into a

stati st ical sorr w*are pro gramm e.

W. Behaviour and Archaeological Correlates

An investigation of active production and reproduction of socio-economic activities was

carried out at Foeni-Salaç. Without written records archaeology is limited to studying the

material remains that have survived form the daily activities of human behaviour. The socio-

economic analysis examined a human population located in time and space and attempt to

understand the processes by which inhabitants of this settlement organized themselves to

produce and reproduce their way of life.

Anthropological studies have indicated that economic production in small-scale societies is

a process. instituted by domestic groups, organized in the form of families and extended

families (Sahlins 1972: 16). In kin-based societies, kinship serves as a primary organizing

feature for production modes called domestic groups (Sahlins 1972: 76).

Households made up a type of small economy. This was a flexible group which was

expanded beyond the conjugal family unit to a type ofextended family depending on the size

and complexity of work/production required to be done (Sahlins 1972: 78). A family is

minimally comprised of a husband and wife, which makes up the general economic form of

most societies. This general form is usually based on the sexual division of labour (Sahlins

1972:79).
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According to Sahlins (1972: 69-74), it is common for production output between

households within a village to be significantly different. Some households within a r¡illage do

not meet the needs oftheir members sufficiently (Sahlins 1912: 101). However, the benefrt of

living in a settlement was the redistribution of essential subsistence needs to households in

the community.

Understanding the socio-economic pattern of an archaeological site requires the

identification ofsocial structure and productive organization. Social groups articulate directly

with economic and ecological processes at the household level (Wilk and Rathje 1982: 618).

The analysis and interpretations of data at Foeni-Salaç identified two nodes of household

production within the settlement. The Early Neolithic settlement at Foeni-Salaç was based on

a domestic mode of production involving two major households that collaborated with

smaller households in the community to ensure that household members' needs were met.

V. Conclusion

In conclusion, a.þgtter understanding of the organizational structure at Foeni-Salaç was

achieved tluough a relational database analysis. The inhabitants of this settlement appear to

have been organized into two sets of extended family units to provide essential household

needs. It was clear that not ail houses at Foeni-Salaç produced similar economic output and

that two main households appear to have maintained control over larger productive activities.

These archaeological observations were consistent with general ethnographic accounts of

behaviour and economy in similar srnall-scale societies. As more research is conducted on

the material culture ofFoeni-Salaç and added to the relational database it is hoped that more

information concerning the Early Neolithic way of life can be revealed.
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